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COUPLED MAPS AND ANALYTIC FUNCTION SPACES

BY HANS HENRIK RUGH

ABSTRACT. – We consider ergodic properties of weakly coupled analytic and expanding circle maps. For
weak enough coupling a natural ergodic measure exists and exhibits exponent decay of time correlations.
The marginal densities of the natural measure are analytic. A spatial decay of correlations (e.g. polynomial)
in these densities may arise from a similar spatial decay of the couplings. The space of couplings and
observables is a Banach algebra of analytic functions of infinitely many variables. This algebra acts upon a
Banach module of complex measures with analytic marginal densities. A Perron–Frobenius type operator
acts on the Banach module and we apply a re-summation technique to derive uniform bounds for this
operator. Explicit bounds are calculated for some examples.

 2002 Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS

RÉSUMÉ. – Nous étudions des propriétés ergodiques des applications analytiques et dilatantes du cercle,
faiblement couplées. Lorsque le couplage est assez petit, il y a une mesure naturelle ergodique pour laquelle
les corrélations en temps décroissent exponentiellement vite. Les densités marginales de la mesure naturelle
sont analytiques. Une décroissance spatiale des corrélations (par exemple polynomiale) de ces densités
peut être la manifestation d’une décroissance spatiale similaire pour le couplage. L’espace de couplages
et d’observables est une algèbre de Banach de fonctions analytiques d’un nombre infini de variables.
Cette algèbre agit sur un module de Banach de mesures complexes qui possèdent des densités marginales
analytiques. Un opérateur de type Perron–Frobenius agit sur le module de Banach et nous appliquerons une
technique de resommation pour en déduire des bornes uniformes pour cet opérateur. Nous calculons des
bornes explicites pour quelques exemples.

 2002 Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS

1. Introduction

Consider a product of circles,SΩ =
∏
p∈Ω S

1, over an index setΩ, and a map,fΩ :SΩ→ SΩ,
which is a direct product of ‘uniformly’ real-analytic and expanding circle maps. Applying a
small real-analytic deformation to this product-map we obtain acoupled map, FΩ. Our aim is
to establish some ergodic properties of the dynamical system(SΩ, FΩ). The torusSΩ carries
a natural reference measure, the (Kolmogorov extended) Lebesgue probability measuremΩ (cf.
Section 3.1), and one may ask if our dynamical system admits a ‘natural’ (which is thena fortiori
unique and ergodic) measureνΩ. By ‘natural’ we mean that Birkhoff time averages converge
Lebesgue-almost surely to theirνΩ-averages. For a certain class of coupled maps (Theorem 2.1)
indeed such a natural measure exists and furthermore, the measure exhibits exponential decay of
time correlations for a suitable class of observables. If, in addition,Ω carries a metric, a spatial
decay in the coupling terms is reflected (Theorem 2.5) in spatial decaying correlations in the
marginal densities of the invariant measureν.

The class of deformations we consider here includes for example a sum of pair, or
more generallyn-point (with n fixed) interactions for which the norms are summable with
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a sufficiently small sum. Our results apply equally well to a time-dependent sequence of coupled
maps.

Example1.1. – As a model example of a coupled map consider a family of real constants,
cp,q, p, q ∈ Ω, for which

∑
q |cp,q|� 1 for all p ∈ Ω. Also let ε be a real parameter. A coupled

map on theΩ-torus is then defined through

Fp(x) = 2xp +
ε

2π

∑
q∈Ω

cp,qsin(2πxq) modZ, x= (xp)p∈Ω ∈ (R/Z)Ω, p ∈Ω.(1.1)

For this particular map we prove that when|ε| < ε0 = 1/31, the natural measure exists and
exhibits exponential decay of time correlations. WhenΩ is finite the same conclusions hold for
all values ofε < 1. It would be interesting to know if this is true in general. We note that when
ε� 1 one may have attracting fixed point(s) of the coupled map.

In the case of a lattice,Ω = Zd, d� 1, the above type of dynamical system is in the literature
referred to as a ‘coupled map lattice’. In order to extract ergodic properties of this system, one
route is, via Markov partitions, to map the dynamics onto a spin system of rapidly decaying
interaction. We refer to Bunimovich and Sinai [6], Volevich [19], Jiang [13], Jiang and Pesin [14]
and in particular, to Brichmont and Kupiainen [5] for a detailed discussion of the various results
obtained.

Another route, close to the one we shall follow, is to look at finite truncations of the
lattice, introduce Perron Frobenius type operators and perturbative expansions of such operators.
Bricmont and Kupiainen, in their seminal paper [4], obtained the first important results in
this direction. Their approach uses so-called ‘cluster-’ or ‘polymer-expansions’, a technique
borrowed from statistical mechanics. This technique controls combinatorial aspects of the
perturbative expansion but necessitates some additional ‘exponential spatial decay’ of the
deformation. A simplified and explicit version of this expansion, inspired by a paper of Maes
and van Moffaert [18], was developed in Fischer and Rugh [10] (see also [9]). It was shown
in [10] (cf. also [1]) how to define transfer operators acting on (a family of) Banach spaces
associated with the full lattice. Ergodic properties are then deduced from spectral properties of
these transfer operators.

First, consider the family of Banach spaces in [10], which we here denoteMθ, parametrised
by 0< θ � 1. We observe in Appendix C that these spaces may be interpreted naturally as Banach
modules over a corresponding family,Hθ, of Banach algebras (unfortunately notC∗-algebras).
These algebras may subsequently be used to construct both couplings and a space of suitable
observables. We may then write a perturbative expansion of a transfer operator for the full system,
using theHθ-algebra norm as an essential tool controlling operator bounds.

Second, through a ‘decoupling’ of the expansion we replace the operator bounds by sums over
trees. These sums are encoded in a renormalization map which is essentially a one dimensional
map (though its actual realisation has a more complicated appearance). When iterates of this map
remain bounded the operator becomes well-defined and the ‘natural’ ergodic properties may even
be deduced from the renormalization bounds. Our formulae permit us in particular to calculate
explicit bounds (cf. our examples) which hitherto has been virtually impossible. Combinatorial
considerations become obsolete in our approach and no spatial structure ofΩ is required, whence
we made no reference to ‘lattice’ in the title. On the other hand, whenΩ is a metric space, e.g.
a lattice, then the natural measure may exhibit some additional decay of spatial correlations for
the natural measure. In some cases we may capture this decay as well, as the following example
shows (cf. also [2]).
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Example1.2. – ConsiderΩ = Zn with its standard Euclidean metric. As coefficients in the
previous example let us setcp,p = 0 and takecp,q = N�|p − q|−n−�, q �= p, where� > 0 and
the normalization constant0<N� <∞ is such that

∑
q cp,q = 1. We prove that in this case the

marginal densities of the invariant measure exhibits a polynomial spatial decay. For0 < δ < �
and|ε|< ε0N�−δ/N� (ε0 as in the previous example) the exponent of the polynomial decay is
at leastδ. Proofs of the examples are given in Section 6.

Remarks1.3. – Why only treat the analytic category? In fact, most of our ingredients carry
over almost without changes to less smooth categories, e.g.Ck+α, k � 1. There remains,
however, one obstruction, namely to design a perturbative expansion of the Perron–Frobenius
operator. In the analytic category this task is considerably simplified by a multi-dimensional
Cauchy integral formula. In a less smooth category the procedure is less clear. One may still
attempt to expand operators in a space of tensorial products or rather, some completion thereof.
Rigorous bounds are, however, difficult to obtain, notably due to problems with the completion
(cf. also Keller and Künzle [16]). Here we play safe and stick to the analytic category. Our
treatment is rigorous, complete and fairly self-contained.

Generalizations: The uncoupled maps are chosen among a class of uniformly analytic and
expanding maps. Likewise, the interactions are assumed uniformly small. These conditions can
be relaxed considerably at the expense of burdening both the notation and the calculations.

The first part of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 1.2 we present a class of uniformly
analytic and expanding circle maps. To each site inΩ, we associate a map from this class. The
collection of these maps forms an uncoupled dynamical system. We then (Section 1.3) introduce
the family of Banach algebras of functions, analytic in infinitely many variables. As already
mentioned, these algebras will serve not only to define a class of interactions for the uncoupled
maps but also as a space of observables for the correlation functions. In Section 2 we formulate
our main Theorems. The remaining sections of the paper are devoted to the proofs, an outline of
which is given in the beginning of Section 3.

1.1. Some notation

We consider1 the circleS1 = R/Z as a subset of the complex cylinderC = C/Z and forρ� 0
we define the closed annulus on the cylinder,

A[ρ] = {z ∈C/Z: | Imz|� ρ}.(1.2)

(Thus,S1 is a closed annulus withρ ≡ 0.) The Ω-torusSΩ =
∏
p∈Ω S

1 and theΩ-annulus
AΩ =

∏
p∈ΩA[ρ] are both Haussdorf and, by Tychonoff, also compact for the product topology.

For any given topological spaceX , the space of continuous functions onX is denotedC(X)
and for functions onX , | · | (without subscripts) signifies the uniform norm.

LetF denote the family of all finite subsets, including the empty set, ofΩ. ForΛ ∈F we write
SΛ =

∏
p∈Λ S

1 andAΛ =
∏

p∈ΛA[ρ] ∈ CΛ for theΛ-torus and theΛ-annulus, respectively, both
viewed as the result of natural projections from theΩ-torus/annulus.CΛ = C(SΛ) denotes the
continuous functions over theΛ-torus andEΛ = E(AΛ) ≡ Cω(IntAΛ) ∩ C(AΛ) denotes the
space of complex valued functions, holomorphic on the interior ofAΛ and continuous on the
closed annulusAΛ. In the case of the empty setΛ = ∅, we letC∅ = E∅ = C, i.e. the field of
complex numbers.

EachEΛ (similar statements forCΛ) is a Banach space in the uniform norm and through
coordinate projections we obtain natural inclusions:jΛ,K :EK ↪→ EΛ wheneverK ⊂ Λ(∈ F)

1 For technical reasons, it is less convenient to use{|z| = 1} as a model for the circle.
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and alsojΛ :EΛ ↪→ C(AΩ) for Λ ∈ F . We denote byE(AΩ) the closure of
⋃

Λ jΛEΛ in C(AΩ).
The spaceE(AΩ) coincides with the space of weakly holomorphic continuous functions onAΩ

(cf. Appendix B).

1.2. Real-analytic expanding circle maps

DEFINITION 1.4. – Forρ > 0 andλ > 1 we say thatf :A[ρ]→C is a real-analytic,(ρ,λ)-ex-
panding map of the circle if

(a) f is holomorphic inIntA[ρ] and continuous onA[ρ].
(b) f(S1) = S1. (Real-analyticity.)
(c) The intersectionf∂A[ρ]∩A[λρ] is empty. (Expansion.)

We letE(ρ,λ) be the class of all such maps.

Remarks1.5. – As shown in Appendix A a map inE(ρ,λ) is a fortiori expanding on the
circle in the standard metric sense andλ gives a lower bound for the expansion constant. This
also means thatλ gives a lower bound for the topological degree of such a map. There is no
upper restriction on the topological degree.

The above type of maps also satisfy uniform distortion estimates and therefore induce single-
site Perron–Frobenius operators having a uniform ‘spectral gap’. Another issue is that the above
conditions are ideal when a coupling is introduced.

For eachp ∈Ω, choose an elementfp ∈ E(ρ,λ). The familyfΩ = (fp)p∈Ω is a direct product
of uniformly expanding and real-analytic circle maps. When restricted to the torus the pair
(SΩ, fΩ) defines a dynamical system which we regard as a collection of uncoupled real-analytic
expanding maps.

1.3. Coupling and observables

For θ ∈ (0,1] consider the subset of functionsHθ ⊂ E(AΩ) whereφ ∈Hθ has a decompo-
sition in terms of a uniformly converging sum,φ =

∑
Λ∈F jΛφΛ, in which eachφΛ ∈ EΛ and

where the sum
∑

Λ∈F θ
−|Λ||φΛ| is finite. Let|φ|θ denote the infimum of the latter sum over all

possible decompositions ofφ. Then| · |θ is a norm which turnsHθ into a Banach algebra (cf.
Appendix C.1 and also Remark 2.2 below). Whenθ = 1 the | · |θ=1-norm is the same as the
uniform norm andH1 =E(AΩ). Whenθ < 1, functions are ‘penalized’ for depending on many
variables.

The particular caseρ ≡ 0 is used when studying decay of correlations. The condition on
holomorphicity is then void and what remains is a subspace, denotedCθ(SΩ) =Hθ[ρ ≡ 0], of
the continuous functions onSΩ, equipped with a norm which we denote| · |Cθ

. Again functions
are ‘penalized’ for depending on many variables.

Let 0< θ � 1 and0 � κ <∞ be constants which we call thedeformation parameterand the
effective coupling strength, respectively. We consider a familygΩ = (gp)p∈Ω where eachgp ∈Hθ

is real-analytic and such that|gp|θ � κ. The mapFΩ = (Fp)p∈Ω :AΩ→CΩ obtained by setting

Fp :AΩ→C, Fp : z �→ fp(zp) + gp(z), p ∈Ω,(1.3)

is real-analytic and the restriction to the real torus(SΩ, FΩ) defines a dynamical system which
we call acoupled map. The familygΩ ‘couples’ the single-site components of the ‘uncoupled’
dynamical system(SΩ, fΩ).

We denote byCM [ρ,λ, θ, κ] the family of all possible coupled analytic maps,FΩ, for a given
choice of parametersρ > 0 andλ > 1 for the annuli,θ ∈ (0,1] for the deformation parameter
andκ ∈ [0,∞) the effective coupling-strength.
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1.4. Couplings with a spatial decay

When (Ω, d) is a metric space we associate top ∈ Ω and Λ ∈ F an ‘interaction radius’
rad(p,Λ) = max{d(p, q): q ∈ Λ ∪ {p}}. In order to describe an exponential spatial decay
of the couplings let0 < ξ � 1, p ∈ Ω and considerφ =

∑
Λ∈F jΛφΛ for which the sum∑

Λ θ
−|Λ|ξ−rad(p,Λ)|φΛ| is finite. Like in the previous section we let|φ|θ,p,ξ denote the infimum

over all possible decompositions ofφ. The pre-factor is sub-multiplicative inΛ. Thus, using
Remark C.2., we know that the spaceHθ,p,ξ of such functions is again a Banach algebra. When
ξ = 1 the space is the same asHθ but whenξ < 1 functions are ‘penalized’ for ‘interacting’ with
points far away from the distinguished pointp.

We consider in this case a family(gp)p∈Ω where now eachgp ∈ Hθ,p,ξ is real-analytic and
such that|gp|θ,p,ξ � κ. In this case we say thatκ is theξ-spatial effective coupling strengthbut
otherwise we proceed as above.

2. Results

THEOREM 2.1. –Chooseρ > 0, λ > 1 and let θc = θc(ρ,λ) ∈ ]0,1/3] be the associated
critical θ-value (cf. Remark4.19). Whenθ < θc there is κ = κ(ρ,λ, θ) > 0 for which the
following holds:

For each k ∈ Z, chooseF (k) ∈ CM = CM [ρ,λ, θ, κ], i.e. a coupled map in the class
associated with these parameters. The(time-dependent) dynamical system(SΩ, F

(k),mΩ),
k ∈ Z, then has a unique(time-dependent) natural measure,dνkΩ, k ∈ Z, invariant under push-

forward of the coupled map,F (k)
∗ dνkΩ = dνk+1

Ω , and exhibiting exponential decay of time-
correlations for a suitable class of observables. More precisely:

(a) Natural measure: Let b ∈ C(SΩ). For everyk ∈ Z and Lebesgue-almost every point
x ∈ SΩ the following Birkhoff-average exists:

lim
N→∞

1
N

N∑
n=1

b ◦ F (k−1) ◦ · · · ◦F (k−n)(x) = νkΩ(b)≡
∫
SΩ

b dνkΩ.(2.4)

(b) Decay of time-correlations: There are constants,ϑ < 1, γ > 1 depending on the
parameters ofCM only such that forb ∈Cθ anda ∈Hϑ,∣∣∣∣ ∫

SΩ

b ◦F (k−1) ◦ · · · ◦ F (n) · adνnΩ − νkΩ(b)νnΩ(a)
∣∣∣∣

� 2|b|Cθ
|a|ϑγn−k, k > n ∈ Z.(2.5)

In particular, whenF (k) ≡ F is time independent, the natural measure is ergodic and
time-mixing(exponentially when restricted to observables inHϑ) in the usual sense.

Remarks2.2. –
1. For the example in the introduction the interaction term is the real-analytic family
gp(z) = ε/2π

∑
q∈Ω cp,qsin(2πzq), z ∈M , p ∈ Ω. A straight-forward calculation shows

that the effective coupling-strength is bounded byκ = ε/2π cosh(2πρ)θ−1. Note that
choosingρ larger and/orθ smaller increases the effective coupling strength without
changing the dynamical system(SΩ, FΩ). Other bounds, however, improve with such a
change, leaving us with the problem of making a ‘best’ choice for the parameters which
will allow for the largest possible value ofε (cf. Section 6).
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2. In the proof of the theorem we needθ to be smaller thanθc which again is smaller than1/3.
In particular, large cardinalities in the interaction must be ‘exponentially penalized’. This
could well reflect a true obstruction and not just our lack of understanding (though the
critical θ is probably closer to one). This type of condition is quite similar to the one used
in [12] for lattice spin systems.

We may project the natural measure,νkΩ, to a finiteΛ-torus to obtain a marginal measure,
νkΛ. It is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure,mΛ, on theΛ-torus. The
corresponding density,hΛ = dνkΛ/dmΛ, is real-analytic and satisfy the exponential bound (in
sup-norm on the torus and withϑ < 1 as in part (b) of the theorem above),|hΛ|� ϑ−|Λ|. When
Ω is not finite, however, one should not expect the measure,νkΩ, on theΩ-torus to be absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure onSΩ. This is due to the infinite dimensionality
of the system rather than the coupling. In another context, the following type of example is well-
known:

Example2.3. – TakeΩ countable and consider an uncoupled product of identical single-site
maps for which the invariant density,h, on S1 is not identically1. The tensorial product of
hdm’s gives the invariant natural probability measure onSΛ which, as withdm itself, extends
to a probability measure,dνΩ, onSΩ. A large deviation argument shows that there are constants
C > 0 andλ > 0 such that for eachΛ ∈ F one may find a measurable setAΛ ⊂ SΛ(↪→ SΩ) for
which

νΩ(AΛ) � 1−Ce−λ|Λ| and mΩ(AΛ) �Ce−λ|Λ|.(2.6)

Taking an increasing sequence of subsets,Λn, with |Λn|= n yields a setXN =
⋃
n�N AΛn with

νΩ(XN ) = 1 andmΩ(XN ) �Ce−λN/(1−e−λ). Finally, taking the intersectionX =
⋂
XN we

obtain a set of fullνΩ-measure and zero Lebesgue measure. It is seen that the measureνΩ and
the Lebesgue measure are mutually singular.

The natural measure in the theorem need not exhibit any decay of spatial correlations as a
simple example shows.

Example2.4. – Letf ∈ E(ρ,λ) and chooseΦ ∈ E(A[ρ] × A[ρ]) real-analytic. Fix a point,
p0 ∈ Ω. We define a coupled map by settingFp(z) := f(zp) + Φ(zp0 , zp), p ∈ Ω. When the
norm ofΦ is small enough, the above Theorem applies and we have a natural measure,νΩ. It is
straight-forward to check that for eachp〈〉p0, the marginal density,h{p0,p}, depends only on the
dynamics (a skew-product) restricted to these two coordinates. Furthermore,Φ may be chosen
so that the ‘correlation integral’ does not vanish, i.e.h{p0,p}−h{p0}⊗h{p} �≡ 0. This difference
is independent of the choice ofp ∈Ω and hence, spatial correlations between the coordinates at
p0 andp do not exhibit any decay at all as a function ofp.

When(Ω, d) is a metric space, e.g. a lattice with its Euclidean metric, one may impose further
conditions on the spatial decay of the coupling and from this deduce bounds for the decay of
spatial correlations. By renormalizing the metric (the strategy of our examples) an apparent
exponential bounds could turn out to be e.g. polynomial! Denote by

d(Λ,K) = min
{
d(p, q): p ∈ Λ, q ∈K

}
the distance between non-empty setsΛ,K ∈F .

THEOREM 2.5. –Let ρ, λ, θ, κ andϑ be as in the theorem above and denote by(hΛ)Λ∈Ω

the projective family of densities(with respect to the Lebesgue measure) of the natural measure.
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Suppose that there is0 < ξ < 1 such that theξ-spatial effective coupling strength is bounded
byκ. We then have the bound:

ϑ|Λ|+|K||hΛ∪K − hΛhK |� 2ξd(Λ,K),(2.7)

for Λ,K ∈ F . [The norm is the sup-norm over the annulusAΛ∪K which in particular is stronger
than the sup-norm on the torusSΛ∪K .]

3. Proofs

An outline of the proofs is as follows: To each finite ‘box’ we define a ‘confined’ dynamical
system by imposing fixed boundary conditions outside. We then associate a local Perron
Frobenius to each such confined dynamical system. Theorem 3.2 gives an integral representation
for the local operator with a very explicit form for the integral kernel and Lemma 3.4
subsequently provides a perturbative expansion of this kernel with precise estimates.

It turns out that the perturbative expansion obtained for the confined system extends quite
naturally to the full system. We use this in Section 4 to construct a global Perron Frobenius
operator (no boundary conditions anymore). We describe ‘configurations’ and associated
configurational operators (Section 4.2). Each operator is bounded and linear, but certainly leaves
the problem of adding them up:

The first step is to map configurations into tree-structures (Section 4.3) and bound the
configurational operators by values assigned to the trees (Sections 4.4 and 4.5). This approach
is quite alike to Feynman diagrams, probably reflecting some of the authors predelictions. The
idea is a two-line argument plus a few diagrams but, unfortunately, in practice turns out to be
somewhat harder to realize (Section 4.6). We construct formal sums of the bounds for trees and
we show that these formal bounds verify a renormalization equation (Proposition 4.17). Now,
when iterates of this renormalization map remain bounded, the formal sums become real sums
and the global operator becomes well-defined (Section 4.7). A straight-forward large deviation
argument then provides all the estimates we need for the global operator.

What remains is to relate the global operator (which is suitable for norm estimates) and the
local operator (which describes the dynamical system). This is done in Section 4.8 and Section 5
then winds up the proof for the theorem on decay of time correlations. In Section 5.1 we deal
with the spatial decay (which by now is surprisingly easy!). We conclude in Section 6 by proving
the statements in the examples above.

Quite some technical support proves necessary. It would certainly spoil the continuity of the
arguments to put this into the proper text. Instead we defer self-containted entities (black boxes),
not directly connected with the coupled maps, to Appendices (A)–(E).

Throughout the proofs we consider an arbitrary but fixed choice of the parametersρ > 0 and
λ > 1. The deformation parameterθ ∈ (0,1] and the effective coupling-strengthκ will then
be subject to restrictions which will be formulated along the way (one could also go directly
to Definition 4.18 to see sufficient conditions for the choice of these parameters). In order to
simplify the notation we will restrict our attention to a coupled map which is time-independent.
The general case consists essentially in keeping track of a few more indices (see Remark 5.2).

3.1. Boundary conditions and weak limits

The setF of finite subsets ofΩ is directed under inclusion and it is therefore natural to use
the language of nets rather than sequences. Recall, that ifB is a Banach space then a net inB
overF is simply a familyaΛ ∈B, Λ ∈ F . We say that this net converges toa ∈B, and we write
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aΛ → a asΛ→ Ω, if to everyε > 0 there isK = Kε ∈ F such that|a − aΛ|B < ε whenever
K ⊂ Λ ∈ F . Our index setΩ need not be countable, unless the reader feels uneasy with the
Axiom of choice (needed e.g. for the compactness ofSΩ whenΩ is uncountable), but when it
is countable, one could instead of nets consider an increasing co-final sequence of ‘boxes’ and
formulate everything in terms of sequential convergence, but honestly, it would be silly to do so.

In the following, let ξ ∈ SΩ denote an arbitrary but fixed reference point. ForΛ ∈ F we
define a holomorphic injection,iΛ :AΛ→AΩ, iΛ(zΛ) = (zΛ, ξΛc) and a ditto natural projection,
qΛ :AΩ→AΛ, qΛ(zΩ) = zΛ, all expressed in natural coordinates on the annuli. The mapqΛ is the
left-inverse ofiΛ while rΛ = iΛ ◦ qΛ :AΩ→AΩ is a projection which fixes boundary conditions
outside the finite ‘box’Λ. We will use the same notation when considering the restriction of the
above maps to the tori,SΩ andSΛ.

LEMMA 3.1. –In the uniform topology onC(SΩ) we have for fixedK ∈F ,

lim
Λ→Ω

qK ◦ F ◦ rΛ = qK ◦ F.(3.8)

Also forb ∈C(SΩ),

lim
K,Λ→Ω

b ◦ rK ◦ F ◦ rΛ = b ◦ F.(3.9)

Proof. –For p ∈ Ω the boundary conditioned coupling termgp ◦ rΛ converges togp in the
C(SΩ)-topology (in fact, even for the strongerHθ-topology). For finite, fixedK the first
statement follows. Givenb ∈ C(SΩ), compactness ofSΩ for the product topology implies that
b ◦ rK → b uniformly asK→Ω. Now (b ◦ rK) ◦ (rK ◦F ◦ rΛ) = b ◦ rK ◦F ◦ rΛ and the limits
K→Ω andΛ→Ω may be taken in any order.✷

We also see that ifb ∈ C(SΩ) anddmK denotes the Lebesgue probability measure onSK
then |mK(b ◦ iK) − mΛ(b ◦ iΛ)| � |b ◦ rK − b ◦ rΛ| tends to zero asK,Λ→ Ω. Therefore,
limK→ΩmK(b ◦ iK) exists and defines a positive and continuous linear functional onC(SΩ)
which takes the value 1 on the constant function 1. By Riesz, the limit functional,mΩ, defines
a probability measuredmΩ onSΩ. This construction (due to Kolmogorov) will be used again in
Section 4.9 to define more general complex measures onSΩ.

3.2. The local Perron–Frobenius operator

In this section the value ofθ plays no role and it suffices thatκ < (λ− 1)ρ.
In the following letΛ ∈ F \ ∅ be a non-empty finite subset ofΩ. We define theΛ-confined

coupled map,FΛ :SΛ → SΛ (similarly for FΛ :AΛ → CΛ) by settingFΛ = qΛ ◦ F ◦ iΛ. When
wΛ ∈ AΛ we denote byF−1

Λ (wΛ) the (finite) set of inverse images inAΛ obtained by solving
wΛ = FΛ(zΛ) for zΛ ∈ AΛ. The condition on the coupling-strength,κ < (λ − 1)ρ, implies
(Appendix E) that local inverses indeed exist and are real-analytic inwΛ. In particular,FΛ is
non-singular and therefore has a well-defined orientation onSΛ. In the expressions below a
prefactor± should be understood as the sign of this orientation. It equals the product of signs of
orientations offp, p ∈ Λ.

The (real) Perron–Frobenius operator associated with the restricted dynamical system
(SΛ, FΛ) and the Lebesgue measuremΛ is defined by the identification,∫

SΛ

dmΛa ·LΛφ≡
∫
SΛ

dmΛa ◦FΛ · φ,(3.10)
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for a ∈ L∞(SΛ) andφ ∈ L1(SΛ). As FΛ has no critical points standard arguments show that
indeed this defines a bounded linear operator,LΛ, onL1(SΛ).

We will derive an integral representation for the Perron–Frobenius operator acting upon the
subspaceEΛ of L1(SΛ). We shall use residue calculus (essentially Cauchy’s integral formula)
and differential geometry to achieve this. The integral kernel in the Cauchy-formula is not
suitable here due to the lack of periodicity (we need to reproduce functions onC) and we replace
it by the (still anti-symmetric) kernel,2 k(w,z) = 1/2i cot(π(z −w)), w �= z ∈ C.

The product cylinderCΛ is an orientable complex manifold. We letµΛ =
∧
p∈Λ dzp denote the

unique holomorphic differential form onCΛ which extends the Lebesgue volume elementmΛ on
(R/Z)Λ. Note thatµΛ is a holomorphic differential form of maximal degree among holomorphic
forms. The product kernel,

kw(z) =
∏
p∈Λ

k(wp, zp), w, z ∈ CΛ,(3.11)

is defined wheneverzp �= wp for all p ∈ Λ. We write ΓΛ = ΓΛ[ρ] =
∏
p∈Λ ∂A[ρ] for the

distinguished boundary of the product annulus. By (multi variable) residue calculus it follows
that

φw =
∫
ΓΛ

µΛkwφ(3.12)

gives an evaluation ofφ∈EΛ at any point in the open product annulus,w ∈ IntAΛ.
We may define a holomorphic extension of the Perron–Frobenius operatorL acting on the

spaceEΛ: For φ ∈ EΛ and any|Λ|-chainσ in AΛ we make the following identification (as
already mentioned,± signifies the orientation of the mapFΛ restricted to the real torus):∫

σ

µΛ LΛφ≡±
∫

F−1
Λ σ

µΛφ.(3.13)

A change of coordinates yields the following formula for the operator:

LΛφw =±
∑

z : FΛz=w

φz
detFΛ∗z

.(3.14)

To see that (3.13) is well-defined, note that by Appendix E,FΛ has local inverses which are
holomorphic. Summing the pull-backs ofµΛφ by the inverse branches ofFΛ we therefore obtain
a differential form which isa fortiori holomorphic on a neighborhood ofAΛ (in general each
individual term in the sum is only locally holomorphic!). By maximality of the degree this
holomorphic form is proportional toµΛ itself. The factor of proportionality is an element of
EΛ and is given by the expression (3.14).

An approximation argument using step functions yields the identity,∫
σ

µΛaLΛφ=±
∫

F−1
Λ σ

µΛa ◦FΛφ,(3.15)

2 One may lift from the cylinder to the annulus and note that1/2i cot(π(z −w)) = 1/2πi
∑

n∈Z
1/(z −w + n) is

a sum of translates of the standard Cauchy kernel.
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valid for any |Λ|-chainσ and any continuous functiona ∈ C(σ) on the chain. If we here let
σ = SΛ = F−1

Λ SΛ the formula extends toa ∈ L∞(SΛ) and we see that (3.13) extends the
real Perron–Frobenius operator when acting upon an element ofEΛ. We shall not make use
of the explicit formula (3.14) but rather the following representation theorem (a variation of
Proposition 3.3 in [10]):

THEOREM 3.2. –Under the assumptionκ < (λ − 1)ρ, the holomorphic local Perron–
Frobenius operatorLΛ :EΛ→EΛ, Λ ∈ F \ ∅ has the following integral representation:

LΛφw =±
∫
ΓΛ

µΛkw ◦FΛφ, w ∈AΛ, φ ∈EΛ.(3.16)

Proof. –The integrand on the right hand side is a holomorphic differential form of maximal
degree, but with singularities at the pre-images ofw under the mapFΛ. The chainΓΛ is without
boundary and by Stokes’ theorem the value of the integral remains unchanged under smooth
deformations of the chain as long as we can manage to avoid the singularities. We will consider
two such deformations. Letρ+ = λρ− κ > ρ.

First, a smooth homotopyΦt = Φt
Λ, t ∈ [0,1] (with boundary conditions relative toΛ as

before) between the uncoupled maps,fΛ, and the coupled mapFΛ is given by:

Φt
p = fp + tgp, p ∈ Λ.(3.17)

Eachgp has aθ-norm smaller thanκ and since the sup-norm does not exceed theθ-norm,∣∣Φt
p − Fp

∣∣� (1− t)κ.(3.18)

Let ρt = λρ− tκ and consider the family of distinguished boundaries:Γt = ΓΛ[ρt], t ∈ [0,1].
Forz ∈ (Φt)−1Γt we have∣∣ImFp(z)

∣∣� ∣∣ImΦt
p(z)

∣∣− (1− t)κ= ρ+ > ρ.(3.19)

We therefore conclude that whenw ∈ AΛ the kernelkw ◦ FΛ remains non-singular along the
path(Φt)−1Γt, t ∈ [0,1].

Next, we note that for eachp ∈ Λ one hasU = f−1
p A[λρ]⊂ IntA[ρ]. Sincefp has no critical

values inA[λρ] the setU is topologically itself an annulus (with smooth boundaries) and we
may find a smooth homotopy fromf−1

p Γ[λρ] to Γ[ρ] which stays inA[ρ]−U and preserves the
orientation. Let us do so for eachp ∈ Λ. Their direct product then gives a smooth homotopy
betweenΓΛ[ρ] andf−1

Λ Γ[λρ] during which | Imfp| � λρ for eachp ∈ Λ. Hence,kw ◦ FΛ is
non-singular under this homotopy as well.

Composing the above homotopies we obtain a deformation from the chainΓΛ to the chain
F−1

Λ ΓΛ[ρ+] under which the integrand remains non-singular. By Stokes, we can make this
replacement of chains without changing the value of the integral. But then the value equals∫

F−1
Λ ΓΛ[ρ+]

µΛkw ◦ FΛφ=±
∫

ΓΛ[ρ+]

µΛkwLΛφ=±LΛφw(3.20)

in which we have simply used the identity (3.15) and the multi-variable Cauchy formula (3.12)
for the product-domainΓΛ[ρ+]. ✷
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Some elementary properties of the Perron–Frobenius operator,Lfp , associated with a single-
site map,fp, p ∈Ω, will be used. Applying the above theorem we see that

Lfpφwp =±
∫
Γp

µpkwp ◦ fpφ(3.21)

defines a holomorphic Perron–Frobenius operator onE(A[ρ]) which extends naturally (Appen-
dix B) to an operator acting uponEΛ (provided, of course, thatp ∈ Λ). For a functionφ ∈ EΛ

we will write

7p :EΛ→EΛ, 7pφ(zΛ) =
∮
S1

dz′pφ(z′p, zΛ−p)(3.22)

for the average in thep’th coordinate (again withp ∈Λ). If φΛ is considered as the density (with
respect to Lebesgue) of a complex measure onSΛ then7pφΛ yields its marginal density on the
factor spaceSΛ−p.

LEMMA 3.3. – The family of operatorsLfp , p ∈ Λ is commutative. The same is true for the
family 7p, p ∈ Λ. AlsoLfp and7q commute whenp �= q. Finally, whenp= q one has

7pLfp = 7p.(3.23)

Let us first consider the single site operatorLfp acting uponφp ∈Ep =E(A[ρ]). Settinga≡ 1
in the defining Eq. (3.10) we get:

∫
Sp
dmpLfpφp =

∫
Sp
dmpφp and this clearly extends toEΛ in

the form7pLfp = 7p. The commutativity of the rest follows from Fubini.

3.3. A perturbative expansion of the integral kernel

The integral kernel in Theorem 3.2 has the form of a product,∏
p∈Λ

kwp ◦ Fp(zΛ, ξΛc),(3.24)

in which Fp = fp + gp with gp ∈ Hθ and |gp|θ � κ. For a givenp ∈ Λ andwp ∈ A[ρ] the
factor,kwp ◦ Fp, is singular at every point wherewp = Fp(zΛ). On the other hand, the integral
in (3.16) is only carried out on the distinguished boundaryΓΛ where these singularities are not
present. It may be tempting to restrict the domain of definition for thezΛ variable toΓΛ and as a
consequence only retain information about continuity of the kernel. This is not good enough for
the estimates below. One really needs analyticity in the variableszq for q different fromp (i.e.
the image of the vertex operator, defined in (4.60), should be holomorphic in its variables for the
subsequent bounds to be valid). The solution is then to ‘mix’ continuity in the variablezp and
analyticity in thezq ’s. This leads us to consider function spaces of so-called weakly holomorphic
functions. We will here deal with the full system and in Section 4.8 obtain the restriction to finite
subsets (with boundary conditions as before) as a special case.

Forp ∈ F andS ⊂Ω (S need not be finite) the product domain,

Dp,S =Ap ×Γp ×
∏

q∈S\{p}
Aq,(3.25)

is a compact subset of a complex manifold (a direct product of complex cylinders). We let
Ep,S = E(Dp,S) be the corresponding Banach space of weakly holomorphic functions in
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the sup-norm (Definition B.1 in Appendix B). Thus, a functionβ ∈ Ep,S is continuous in
(wp, zp, zS\{p}) ∈Dp,S and holomorphic in each ofwp ∈ IntAp andzq ∈ IntAq, q ∈ S \ {p}
(the respective interior domains). Following the discussion above the variablezp takes values
only at the boundaryΓp and no analytic behavior apart from continuity is associated with this
variable. The spaces(Ep,Λ)Λ∈F are inductively ordered with natural inclusions (tacitly omitted
in the notation) and their union is dense inEp,Ω.

LEMMA 3.4. –Let 0 � κ < (λ− 1)ρ and define the constant:

Cβ =Cβ(ρ,λ,κ) =
e2πκ

e2π(λ−1)ρ − e2πκ
− 1

e2π(λ−1)ρ − 1
.(3.26)

We have the followingEp,Ω convergent expansion,

kwp ◦ Fp = kwp ◦ fp +
∑
V ∈F

βp,V ,(3.27)

where the functionsβp,V ∈Ep,V , V ∈ F (V need not containp) satisfy:∑
V ∈F

θ−|V ||βp,V |�Cβ and(3.28)

∮
S1

dwpβp,V (wp, zV ∪{p})≡ 0, zp ∈ Γp, zV \{p} ∈AV \{p}.(3.29)

Proof. –We need an analytic estimate for the kernelkw(z) = 1
2i cotπ(z − w). Consider the

caser = Im(w − z)> 0 (the caser < 0 is treated similarly). One has the following expansion:
kw(z) = 1

2 +
∑

p�1 e−2πip(z−w), hence, forn� 1 the bound∣∣∣∣( d

dw

)n

kw(z)
∣∣∣∣� (−1)n

∑
p�1

(−2πp)ne−2πpr = (−1)n
(
d

dr

)n 1
e2πr − 1

.(3.30)

Consider now the Taylor expansion:

kw(z + u) = kw(z) +
∑
n�1

an(w,z)un.(3.31)

We may bound the sum provided|u|� κ < r. We have the following estimate:∑
n�1

|an|κn �
(
e2π(r−κ)− 1

)−1 −
(
e2πr − 1

)−1
.(3.32)

Returning to the kernel composed withfp ∈ E(ρ,λ), the properties offp imply that forp ∈Ω,
zp ∈ ∂Ap andwp ∈Ap: ∣∣Im(

wp − fp(zp)
)∣∣� (λ− 1)ρ+ δ,(3.33)

for someδ > 0. Therefore, in the Taylor-expansion,

kwp

(
fp(zp) + u

)
= kwp

(
fp(zp)

)
+
∑
n�1

an
(
wp, fp(zp)

)
un,(3.34)
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thean = an(wp, fp(zp))’s verify (3.32) withr = (λ− 1)ρ+ δ. Inserting foru the interactiongp
we get the ‘perturbed’ kernel expansion:

kwp ◦Fp = kwp ◦ fp +
∑
n�1

an · (gp)n(3.35)

and since|gp|� |gp|θ � κ < (λ− 1)ρ this sum converges uniformly in the Banach algebraEp,Ω.
This is not yet in the form we want since the right hand side involves ‘interactions’ with, in
general, infinitely many variables.

Using, however, thatHθ is a Banach algebra, we have|(gp)n|θ � |gp|nθ � κn. By Lemma C.3,

for eachn� 1 and any givenεn > 0 we may findĝ(n)
p = (ĝ(n)

p,V )V ∈F ∈ [(gp)n]⊂ Ĥθ such that:

∣∣ĝ(n)
p

∣∣
θ

=
∑
V ∈F

θ−|V |∣∣ĝ(n)
p,V

∣∣� |gp|nθ + εn � κn + εn.(3.36)

The second term in (3.34) may then be written as the sum overV ∈ F of

βp,V (wp, zV ∪{p}) =
∑
n�1

an
(
wp, fp(zp)

)
ĝ
(n)
p,V (zV ) ∈Ep,V .(3.37)

Forε > 0 (whenκ= 0 we may takeε= 0) we may choose theεn’s so that:∑
V ∈F

θ−|V ||βp,V |�
∑
n�1

|an|
∑
V ∈F

θ−|V ||ĝ(n)
p,V |�

∑
n�1

|an|κn + ε,(3.38)

and the first term was bounded by (3.32) withr = (λ − 1)ρ + δ. Finally, asδ > 0, a suitable
initial choice ofε yields the bound (3.28) with the desired constantCβ .

Forn� 1 the functionan is thenth order derivative ofkw(z) with respect toz (times1/n!).
The anti-symmetry of the kernel shows thatn!an = (∂nz kw)◦f(z) = (−1)n∂nw(kw ◦f(z)). Thus,
as a differential form (with respect tow) we have thatan dw = −dan−1/n. Now,S1 is closed
and therefore ∮

S1

µ(wp) an(wp, zp) =− 1
n

∮
S1

dan−1(·, zp) = 0, n� 1.(3.39)

Uniform convergence in (3.37) implies∮
S1

dwpβp,V (wp, zV ∪{p})≡ 0,(3.40)

valid for anyp ∈Ω, V ∈ F , zp ∈ Γp andzq ∈Aq , q ∈ V − {p}. ✷
Remarks3.5. – We note that for fixedλ > 1 and ρ > 0 the constantCβ tends to zero as

κ→ 0+.

4. The global Perron–Frobenius operator

Prior to the coming section on configurational operators we need to introduce the relevant
family of Banach spaces for our operators to act upon.
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4.1. Projective limits and modules

Given Λ ∈ F non-empty, letz = (zp)p∈Λ be natural coordinates on theΛ-torus,SΛ. For
K ⊂ Λ ∈ F we define a linear operator,πK,Λ :EΛ→EK , by ‘integrating away’ the coordinates
outsideK :

πK,ΛφΛ(zK) =
∫

SΛ−K

dmΛ−K(zΛ−K)φΛ(zΛ), φΛ ∈EΛ.(4.41)

Such maps are norm-contracting and Fubini’s Theorem shows thatπH,KπK,Λ = πH,Λ whenever
H ⊂K ⊂ Λ ∈ F . The family(EΛ, πK,Λ) is thus projective and we denote byM its projective
limit. An elementφ = (φΛ)Λ∈F ∈M satisfiesπK,ΛφΛ = φK wheneverK ⊂ Λ ∈ F . We write
πΛφ for the natural projectionφ ∈M �→ φΛ ∈EΛ. From the defining equation it is clear that if
K ⊂ Λ, aK ∈EK andφΛ ∈EΛ then

πK,Λ
(
(jΛ,KaK)φΛ

)
= aKπK,ΛφΛ(4.42)

simply becauseaK does not depend on the variables which are ‘integrated away’. (The natural
inclusionjΛ,K was defined in Section 1.1.) We may therefore apply the procedure of Appendix C
to conclude that the projective limit of theEΛ ’s in a natural way becomes a module (the
corresponding action is denoted by the symbol<) over the inductive limit of theEΛ’s. In the
same appendix, we introduce forϑ ∈ (0,1] the ‘norm’:

‖φ‖ϑ = sup
Λ∈F

ϑ|Λ||φΛ| ∈ [0,+∞], φ ∈M.(4.43)

The subset,Mϑ ⊂M, for which this norm is finite is then a Banach-module over the Banach
algebra,Hϑ, and the action satisfies the bound,

‖a < φ‖ϑ � |a|ϑ‖φ‖ϑ,(4.44)

whenevera ∈ Hϑ andφ ∈Mϑ. The norm of the natural projectionπΛ :Mϑ→ EΛ is clearly
given by

‖πΛ‖ϑ = ϑ−|Λ|.(4.45)

4.2. Configurations

Consider the local Perron Frobenius operator,LΛ, relative to the setΛ ∈F . A perturbative ex-
pansion of this operator emerges if we insert the kernel expansion (3.27) into the product (3.24),
and interchange products and sums. Uniform convergence allows us to do so. However, the
boundary condition fixing the values of variables ‘outside’Λ is rather artificial and, this is one
of our main points, not necessary in a ‘global’ perturbative expansion of the operator. We pay a
(small) price for dispensing from thisΛ-confinement, namely that afterwards we have to show
that our global operator really describes the dynamical system we started out with. Let us first
introduce some terminology.

DEFINITION 4.1. – LetS ∈ F and letV :S→F be a map. We call(S,V ) a branching pair
with S being thesingular setandV thevertex map. We callV [S]≡ S ∪

⋃
p∈S V (p) thevertex

setfor the branchings.
WhenK ∈ F andS ⊂K we say that(S,V ) is abranchingoverK . We callK − V [S] the

free setandK ∪ V [S] the(S,V )-expansionof K .
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Recall that in Lemma 3.4 above we wrote the ‘coupled’ kernel as a sum of an unperturbed
kernel,kwp ◦ fp, and perturbative kernels,βp,V ∈ Ep,V , with p ∈ Ω andV ∈ F . Let K ∈ F
and consider a branching(S,V ) overK , expanding it intoH =K ∪ V [S]. We will introduce
an integral kernel which will be a product of kernels-factors where the choice of each factor is
determined by this branching.

For each point in the singular set,p ∈ S, we pick as factor the perturbationβp,V with V = V (p)
and for each pointq ∈K − S, the unperturbed kernelkwq ◦ fq. To the triple(K,S,V ) we then
associate the kernel:

GK,S,V (wK , zH) =
∏
p∈S
βp,V (p)(wp, zV (p)∪{p})

∏
q∈K−S

kwq ◦ fq(zq),(4.46)

and we define a bounded linear operatorLK,S,V :φ∈EH →EK as follows:

LK,S,V φ(w) =±
∫

SH−K

dmH−K(zH−K)
∫

ΓK

µK(zK)GK,S,V (w,z)φ(z), w ∈AK ,(4.47)

where± is the sign of the orientation ofFK (cf. Section 3.2). In the caseK = ∅ the branching
pair is also empty. The associated operator acts onE∅ = C as the identity map:

L∅,∅,∅c= c, c ∈C.(4.48)

LEMMA 4.2. – Let (S,V ) be a branching overK ∈ F − {∅}, expanding it intoH =
K ∪ V [S]. If p ∈K then(cf. Fig.1):

πK−{p},KLK,S,V =


0 if p ∈ S (case1),

LK−{p},S,V if p ∈ V [S]− S (case2),

LK−{p},S,V πH−{p},H if p ∈K − V [S] (case3).

(4.49)

Proof. –The identity (3.29) shows thatβp,V (p) is in the kernel of 7p. The operator
πK−{p},K :EK →EK−{p} acts on (4.47) by integrating the variablewp along the circle which

Fig. 1. A sample configuration which illustrates the three different cases (by removing the point(1), (2)
or (3), respectively) in Lemma 4.2. Here,|K| = 3, |H | = 4 and there is one branching (the big circle) into
a set of three points.
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is precisely the action of7p. Whenp ∈ S, the result vanishes by Fubini, thereby proving the first
case.

Whenp /∈ S the Perron–Frobenius identity, Lemma 3.3 last equation, shows that the action
of 7wp is twofold: it removes the termkwp ◦ fp(zp) from the kernel (4.46) thus replacing it by
GK−{p},S,V and it introduces the action of7zp uponφ. Whenp ∈ V [S]− S the latter action is
already included in the toral integration (4.47), now overSH−(K−{p}) = SH−K × S{p} and the
expansion ofK − {p} is still H . The second case follows.

Finally, if p ∈K − V [S] the(S,V )-expansion ofK − {p} is onlyH − {p}. We then have to
insert the ‘averaging’ in thep-variable by hand, which amounts to pre-composing withπH−{p},H
(the third case). ✷

[Note that ifK = {p} (i.e. contains only one point) there are only two possibilities: When
S = {p} we are in the first case whileS = ∅ gives the third case and we have
π∅,{p}L{p},∅,∅ = π∅,{p}].

For an ordered coupleI ⊂H ∈ F we define an ‘initial’ projection,QHI :EH →EH ,

QHI ≡
∏
p∈I

(1− 7p)
∏

q∈H−I
7p.(4.50)

Using binomial expansion, we see that∑
I⊂H

QHI =
∏
p∈H

((1− 7p) + 7p) = id :EH →EH .(4.51)

We observe that the7p operators correspond to the ‘averaging’ which is used when we defined
the projective family of operatorsπK,Λ. Therefore,

QHI = jH,I ◦
∏
p∈I

(1− 7p) ◦ πI,H =
∑
J⊂I

(−1)|I−J|jH,J ◦ πJ,H ,(4.52)

and sinceπI,H ◦ πH = πI we obtain the following identity:

QHI ◦ πH =
∑
J⊂I

(−1)|I−J|jH,J ◦ πJ :Mϑ→EH .(4.53)

The important point in this sum-formula is that the initial projection in each term is to the in
general smaller setJ(⊂ I ⊂H). This saves some crucial factors ofϑ in norm-estimates below.

DEFINITION 4.3. – LetT � 1 and let(S0, V0), . . . , (ST−1, VT−1) be aT -tuple of branching-
pairs. Also letI ∈ F be a finite subset (ofΩ) which we denote aninitial set. ForK ∈ F the
expansionof K along theT -tuple is a non-increaing sequence of finite sets,

KT ⊂KT−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂K0,

whereKT ≡K and the remaining sets are defined recursively by:

Kt−1 =Kt ∪ Vt−1[St−1], T � t� 1.(4.54)

If for eacht= 0, . . . , T − 1, we haveSt ⊂Kt+1 (thus,(St, Vt) is a branching overKt+1) and if
I ⊂K0 then theT -tuple together with the initial setI is called atime-T configuration overK .
The set of all time-T configurations overK is denotedC[K,T ] (for an example, cf. Fig. 4).
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Let 0< ϑ� 1 be fixed for the moment and consider a time-T configurationC ∈ C[K,T ] over
the setK ∈ F . We will construct a bounded linear operator from the spaceMϑ of projective
families in theϑ-norm to the spaceEK :

LetK =KT ⊂KT−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂K0 be the expansion ofK alongC. First, the natural projection
πK0 :Mϑ → EK0 takes a projective family inMϑ to the member defined over the setK0.
Second, we apply the initial projectionQK0

I :EK0 → EK0 . This is well-defined since we
assumedI ⊂K0. Third, for eacht= 0, . . . , T − 1 the pair(St, Vt) is a branching overKt+1 and
we may then letL(t) = LKt+1,St,Vt :EKt → EKt+1 denote the corresponding transfer operator
defined by Eq. (4.47).

We combine all of the above and define theconfigurationaloperator,

LK [C]≡ L(T−1) ◦ · · · ◦L(0) ◦QK0
I ◦ πK0 :Mϑ→EKT =EK ,(4.55)

i.e. by the sequence of continuous operators:

Mϑ

πK0−→EK0

Q
K0
I−→ EK0

L(0)

−→ · · · L
(T−1)

−→ EKT .(4.56)

Remarks4.4. – In the caseK = ∅ there exists but one configuration overK , namely the
empty-configuration,C = ∅ which has no branchings and an empty initial set. The associated
configurational operator is simply the projection ofMϑ to the empty set,

L∅[∅] = π∅ :M∅→E∅ = C.(4.57)

The configurational operators satisfy the following:

PROPOSITION 4.5. – LetC ∈ C[K,T ] be a time-T configuration overK ∈ F and letα⊂K .
Then

πα,KLK [C] =
{
Lα[C] if C ∈ C[α,T ],
0 otherwise.

(4.58)

Proof. –Forα⊂ β(∈ F) we haveC[α,T ]⊂ C[β,T ] and alsoπα,βπβ,K = πα,K . It is therefore
enough to show the above identity for a subset ofK where only one point is omitted. The general
case follows by induction. Fig. 2 illustrates the four possibilities described below.

Thus, letp ∈K and setα=K − {p}. LetK ≡KT ⊂KT−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂K0 be the expansion of
K alongC and letα≡ αT ⊂ αT−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ α0 be the expansion ofα alongC. When expanding
the setα it may, or may not, happen thatp is included at some stage. Letτ be the smallest number
among0, . . . , T such thatp /∈ αt whenevert� τ . We will see what happens when carrying out
the projectionπα,KLK [C] = παT ,KTLKT [C].

By definition,p is not included inαT . If τ < T then by Lemma 4.2 (case 3) and induction,

παT ,KTLKT ,ST−1,VT−1 · · ·LKτ+1,Sτ ,Vτ = LαT ,ST−1,VT−1 · · ·Lατ+1,Sτ ,Vτπατ ,Kτ .(4.59)

Whenp is not included in the expansion, thenτ = 0 (i.e. p /∈ α0) and it remains to evaluate
πα0,K0Q

K0
I πK0 . We have the following dichotomy:

(1a) EitherI ⊂ α0 (hence,p /∈ I) andC is a configuration overα. Applying Fubini it follows
thatπα0,K0Q

K0
I πK0 =Qα0

I πα0 :Mϑ→Eα0 and, indeed, we obtainLα[C].
(1b) Or,I �⊂ α0 andC is not a configuration overα. In this case one must havep ∈ I. But

7p(1− 7p) = 0 implies7pQ
K0
I = 0, hence alsoπα0,K0Q

K0
I = 0 andπα,KLK [C] vanishes

as claimed.
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Fig. 2. A sample configuration which illustrates the four different cases (by removing the corresponding
base point) in the proof of Proposition 4.5. Here,|K| = 4, |I | = 3 and there is one branching (the big
circle) into a set of two points.

Whenp is eventually included in the expansion ofα, thenτ > 0 and the dichotomy is as
follows:

(2a) Eitherp ∈ Sτ−1 and(Sτ−1, Vτ−1) cannot be a branching overατ =Kτ − {p}. Hence,
C is not a configuration overα = K − {p}. Indeed, Lemma 4.2 (case 1), shows that
πατ ,KτLKτ ,Sτ−1,Vτ−1 vanishes.

(2b) Or,p /∈ Sτ−1 andpmust then belong to the setVτ−1[Sτ−1]−Sτ−1. Lemma 4.2 (case 2),
shows thatπατLKτ ,Sτ−1,Vτ−1 = Lατ ,Sτ−1,Vτ−1 . Whent < τ we haveαt =Kt, C is a
configuration overα and we end up withLα[C] as claimed. ✷

[In terms ofchainsto be defined below, case (1a) and (2b) corresponds to the removal of end-
chains. In case (1b) we are projecting away an initial-chain (yields zero) and in case (2a) the
same is happening to an apex-chain.]

4.3. Chains and trees

LetC ∈ C[K,T ] be a fixed time-T configuration overK ∈ F and letK =KT ⊂ · · · ⊂K0 be
the expansion ofK alongC. By (St, Vt), t= 0, . . . , T − 1, we denote the branching pairs of the
configuration.

DEFINITION 4.6. – The set of points(q, t) ∈ Ω × {0, . . . , T} for which q ∈ Kt defines the
points of the configuration. Such a point is called
• a vertexpoint, if q ∈ Vt[St] (andt < T ),
• anapexpoint, if q ∈ St−1 − Vt[St] (andt > 0),
• a freepoint, otherwise.

In Fig. 4 (left part) there are3 apex points (there are4 apexes but one apex belongs at the same
time to a vertex set),7 vertex points and12 free points (22 points all together).

DEFINITION 4.7. – A chain in the configuration is amaximal sequence of points in the
configuration,γ = (q, t)t1�t�t2 , for which 0 � t1 < t2 � T , q /∈ St2−1 and every intermediate
point,(q, t), t1 < t < t2, is a free point. We say that the chain is positionedoverq, startsat time
t1, stopsat timet2 and we define thelengthof the chainγ to be: |γ| ≡ t2 − t1 � 1.

DEFINITION 4.8. – The chain (of the previous definition) is called:
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Fig. 3. Visualizing the six possible trees inY[·,4] when V ∈ F is a fixed set (here containing3
points). Encircledi ande indicates an initial-leaf and end-leaf, respectively. The empty circles symbolize
(unspecified) trees at the given time-step. The last3 trees contain apex-chains of length one, two and three,
respectively.

Fig. 4. (Left) A sample configuration overK (4 points) with initial setI (3 points). (Right) The
corresponding tree structures.i = initial leaf, e = end leaf. (See also the text.)

(1) An apex-chain, if (q, t1) is an apex point.
(2) An initial-chain, if t1 = 0, (q,0) is a free point andq belongs to the initial set,I.
(3) An end-chain, otherwise(i.e. q ∈ Vt1 [St1 ] or t1 = 0 andq ∈ (K0 − I)∪ V0[S0]).

[Note that a chain can stop either becauset2 = T and we say that the chain is rooted inK .
Or, becauseq ∈ Vt2 [St2 ] − St2−1 meaning that the chain stops at the vertex of one or more
branchings, but not at a point in a singular set.]

A ‘typical’ configuration looks pretty much like an intricate ‘network’. We need to sum up
operator bounds for these configurations (cf. below). In order to simplify the task we will map
configurations into much simpler tree-structures. Let us first define what kind of trees to consider:

DEFINITION 4.9. – For eachT � 0 andp ∈ Ω the collection of trees,Y[p,T ], is defined as
follows: Initially, Y[p,0] has two elements, namely anend-leafand aninitial-leaf.

Recursively, we then defineY[p, t], t > 0, to be any of the trees created in the following way:
(1) anend-leaf(at (p, t)),
(2) aninitial-chain of lengtht (from (p, t) to (p,0)) followed by aninitial-leaf (at (p,0)) or
(3) anapex-chainof length0< k < t (from (p, t) to (p, t− k)) or nothing(in which case we

setk = 0) followed by a branching over a setV ∈ F (at (p, t− k − 1)). To each point
q ∈ V ∪ {p} we attach a treeyt−k−1

q ∈ Y[q, t− k− 1].
The collection of leafs, chains and branchings is called thecomponentsof the tree. Every
component of the tree is considered to be tagged by its position in time and in space as described
in the parantheses above.
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Let us proceed to describe how we will map a configurationC ∈ C[K,T ] into tree-structures
(yTp )p∈K ∈

∏
p∈K Y[p,T ]. Uniqueness in our construction below results after we fix arbitrarily

a well-ordering ofΩ (invoking the Axiom of Choice in the uncountable case).
During the construction at every time step0 � t � T and to each pointq ∈ Kt (the timet

expansion ofK) we build a ‘partial’ treeytq ∈ Y[q, t]. These partial trees will be build recursively
starting att= 0 and ending att= T . Initially, at time0 we assign aninitial-leaf to each point in
the initial setI of the configuration and anend-leafto each of the remaining points inKT − I.
Thus, each initial treey0q , q ∈K0 is either an initial- or an end-leaf depending on whetherq ∈ I
or not. Let0 < t� T . We will attach the partial trees (or leaves) inKt−1 to trees at timet and
situated at the points ofKt. We do this recursively as follows (we takeVT [ST ] to be the empty
set):

(1) First, we go through the elementsq ∈ St−1 ⊂Kt (with respect to the given ordering ofΩ).
We letytq be a branching into|Vt−1(q)| trees. At each of the verticesp ∈ Vt−1(q) we attach
either the treeyt−1

p , if it has not already been attached to another vertex, or, anend-leaf,
in case it has.

(2) For each elementq ∈Kt ∩ Vt[St]− St−1 we letytq be an end-leaf.
(3) Finally for everyq ∈Kt − Vt[St] − St−1 we make the following distinction: Ifyt−1

q is
an end-leaf we letytq be an end-leaf, too. If not, we letytq be a link attached to the tree
yt−1
q (corresponding to an initial- or an apex-chain incrementing its size by one). In other

words, we do not keep ‘track’ of the length of end-chains but we do for the other two types
of chains.

[Note, that in (2) and (3) above, we are looking at vertices at timet but singular points at
time t− 1]. This completes the recursive description. It should be clear that each tree inKt−1

has been attached to precisely one tree inKt.
The tree-mapping is designed so that each consecutive sequence of ‘links’ constitute a

maximal chain, either apex or initial (end-chains have been replaced by end-leaves) of the
configuration.

A sample configuration and the associated tree structures are given in Fig. 4. Expanding the
configuration overK , we obtainK ≡K4 =K3 =K2 ⊂K1 =K0 where|K4|= 4 and|K0|= 5.
The tree structures contain four trees, four branchings (the large circles), one initial-chain of
length one (two initial-leaves are situated at vertices and have no chains associated) and three
apex-chains, each of length one (one apex is situated at the vertex of another branching and does
not give rise to a chain).

LEMMA 4.10. –The above tree-mappingC ∈ C[K,T ]→ (yTp )p∈K ∈
∏

p∈K Y[p,T ] is injec-
tive.

Proof. –Each component of a tree-structure is labelled by its position (both in space and
in time) and we may therefore map the tree-structure back into the configuration from which
it originated. The collection of initial-leaves reconstitutes the corresponding initial set of the
configuration. The only tricky point comes from the end-leaves (since the corresponding chains
have been ‘pruned’ away). After having mapped all other components back into the configuration
one considers each end-leaf. If its position in time is< T and no chain is (yet) above this end-
leaf then one inserts the longest possible end-chain which stops at this end-leaf. A moments
reflection will show that we have reconstructed the configuration from which the tree-structure
originated. ✷

DEFINITION 4.11. – We define thesizeof a tree, and we writesize(yTq ), to be the sum of sizes
of each of its components: Each branching has size one, each initial- and end-leaf has size zero
and finally each initial- or apex-chain has a size equaling its length.
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When a metric onΩ is given we define theinteraction radius, and we writerad(yTq ), of a
tree to be the sum of interaction radii,rad(p,V ), of each of its branchings[cf. Section 1.4 and
Definition 4.9(3)].

LEMMA 4.12. – If a treeyTp ∈ Y[p,T ] contains an initial-leaf thensize(yTp ) � T .

Proof. –A tree which contains an initial-leaf must necessarily contain a consequtive sequence
of apex-chains and branchings (with zero or more repetitions), possibly followed by an initial-
chain and finally an initial-leaf, connecting timeT and time zero. Adding the sizes of the
components involved we get at leastT . ✷
4.4. Bounds for configurations

Given a configurational operatorLK [C] (4.55) we shall use Fubini to re-shuffle the order of
integration. ForΛ ∈ F andβp,V ∈ Ep,V with V ∪ {p} ⊂ Λ (the set,V , need not containp) we
associate a vertex operatorMΛ,βp,V :EΛ→EΛ given by

MΛ,βp,V φΛ(wp, zΛ−{p}) =±
∮
Γ

dzpβp,V (wp, zV ∪{p})φΛ(zΛ),(4.60)

with ± being the sign of orientation offp. This ‘interaction’ operator acts as a multiplication
operator in theV − {p}-variables followed by an integration in thezp variable alongΓ.

Consider nowΛ ∈ F and a pointp ∈ Λ. The single-site mapfp gives rise to a single-site
Perron–Frobenius operatorLfp :E(A[ρ]) → E(A[ρ]) which extends naturally to an operator
(denoted by the same symbol)Lfp :EΛ → EΛ. Applying the identity (3.21) for the single site
operator we may represent the iterated operatorLnfp

as an integral operator (the sign again
representing the orientation offp):

Lnfp
φΛ(wp, zΛ−{p})

= (±1)n
∮
Γ

dz(n−1)
p . . .

∮
Γ

dz(1)p

∮
Γ

dzpkwp ◦ fp
(
z(n−1)
p

)
. . . k

z
(1)
p
◦ fp(zp)φΛ(zΛ).(4.61)

To each maximal chainγ = (p, t)t1�t�t2 overp and any setΛ ∈F containingp we associate the
chain-operator (omitting the explicit reference toΛ)

Lγ = (Lfp)|γ| :EΛ→EΛ.(4.62)

LetC be a fixed time-T configuration overK ∈ F and letch(t) denote all the chains starting
at timet with 0 � t < T . We introduce the following auxiliary operators̃L(t) :EKt → EKt+1 ,
0 � t < T :

L̃(t) =
( ∏
γ∈ch(t)

Lγ

)
πKt+1,Kt

∏
p∈St

MKt,βp,Vt(p) .(4.63)

We then have the following

LEMMA 4.13. –The action of the configurational transfer operatorLK [C] :Mϑ→EK may
be written as:

LK [C] = L̃(T−1) ◦ · · · ◦ L̃(0) ◦ jK0,I ◦
∏
p∈I

(1− 7p) ◦ πI .(4.64)
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Proof. –A consequence of Fubinis theorem. More precisely, the same kernel factors and
integrals are present in the two expressions forLK [C] so the only question is the validity of
re-shuffling the ‘time-ordering’ when carrying out the integrals:

Due to the definition of the chains, each unperturbed kernel factor, saykzt+1
q
◦ fq(ztq), occurs

exactly once in some chainγ. We can thus identify this factor as a ‘link’ in the chainγ. If
(q, t) is a free point of the configuration andt > 0 then this link must necessarily be preceeded
by another link inγ and since being a free point the only kernel factors which depend on the
variableztq are those associated to these two links. Collecting the terms along the chain yields
a contribution which is precisely given by the integral expression (4.61) or in other words, the
chain operatorLγ acting at the starting time of the chain. The vertex operator,MKt,βp,Vt(p) ,
concatenates the multiplication with the interaction term and the corresponding integral in the
singular variable. TheπKt+1,Kt operators provide the remaining toral integrals

∫
SK̃−K

dzK̃−K
in (4.46). Finally, for the initial projections we have used the identity (4.53).✷

Each interaction operator satisfies the bound,

‖MΛ,βp,V ‖� 2|βp,V |,(4.65)

where the factor2 comes from
∮
Γ
|dz| = 2. For the chain operators we may apply the results

of Theorem A.1. Two possibilities arise. For an end-chain (of strictly positive, respectively, zero
length) we have thea priori bounds,

‖Lγ‖�
∥∥L|γ|

fp

∥∥� ch, ‖L|γ|=0‖� 1,(4.66)

but for an apex-chain or an initial-chain we are better off. In the case of an initial-chain its starting
point is an element of the initial setI and at the same time a free point. Recalling the definition
of theQKT

I operator (4.50) one realizes that the chain operator acts upon the image of(1− 7p)
which itself is in the kernel of7p (since this is a projection). In the case of an apex-chain the
identity (3.29) of Lemma 3.4 shows that also an apex-chain operator acts upon an element in the
kernel of7p. In both cases we therefore obtain the exponential bound,

‖Lγ‖�
∥∥Lnfp |ker +p

∥∥� crηn, n= |γ|� 1.(4.67)

Each intermediate projection operator,πKt−1,Kt , has norm one (and can thus safely be ignored).
Finally, for the initial projection operator the bound and‖πJ‖ � ϑ−|J|, Eq. (4.45), and the
identity (4.53) implies:∥∥∥∥jKT ,I ◦

∏
p∈I

(1− 7p) ◦ πI
∥∥∥∥�

∑
J⊂I

‖πJ‖�
(

1 +
1
ϑ

)|I|
.(4.68)

This completes our description of how to bound the ‘components’ of the configurational
operatorLK [C]. The operator itself is bounded by the product of the bounds over all the
components ofC.

4.5. Bounds for tree-structures

We will redistribute the bounds for the components of a configuration onto the components
of the corresponding tree-structure. Thus, consider a configurationC ∈ C[K,T ] which maps
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into the tree-structure(yp)p∈K ∈
∏
p∈K Y[p,T ]. Each treeyp is build of ‘components’ of the

following types: end-leaves, initial-leaves, initial-chains, apex-chains and branchings.
To each chain and branching we will carry over the bounds from the configuration, i.e. (4.67)

and (4.65). To an end-leaf we assign the bound (4.66) for a strictly positive, respectively, the
zeroth time-step

‖end-leaf‖t>0 = ch, ‖end-leaf‖t=0 = 1,(4.69)

and finally to an initial-leaf we assign

‖initial-leaf‖ϑ = 1 +
1
ϑ
.(4.70)

We let‖yp‖ϑ be the product of bounds assigned to each of the components of the tree.

LEMMA 4.14. –Let (yp)p∈K be the tree-structure associated to the configurationC ∈
C[K,T ]. Then the bounded linear operatorLK [C] :Mϑ→EK satisfies the bound:

‖LK [C]‖�
∏
p∈K

‖yp‖ϑ.(4.71)

Proof. –The number of initial-leaves in the tree-structure equals|I|. Hence, these contribute a
factor(2/ϑ)|I| as is needed in (4.68). Branchings, initial- and end-chains contribute in the same
way for the configurations and for the tree-structures. Again the only difficulty arises from the
end-leaves/end-chains. Each end-leaf is assigned the boundch (or 1) which bounds a possible
corresponding end-chain. But this bound is also at least one in numerical value. Since the number
of end-leaves in the tree-structure is either larger than or equals the number of end-chains (see
also Fig. 4) the contributions from end-leaves will be an upper bound for the end-chains of the
configuration. ✷
4.6. Time-renormalization of bounds

Let R+ = [0,+∞] denote the non-negative reals together with plus infinity. We adopt the
standard algebraic conventions forR+. Whenµ is a positive measure onR a knowledge of
finiteness of its Laplace transform may provide information about the ‘tail’-distribution of that
measure:

LEMMA 4.15 (Large deviations). –Letµp, p ∈K (a finite index set) be a family of positive,
not necessarily finite, Borel measures onR and let µK =

⊗
p∈K µp denote their product

measure. Suppose that there isγ > 1 andM <∞ such that
∫
dµp(xp)γxp �M for all p ∈K .

Then for everyr ∈R we have

µK

{∑
p∈K

xp � r
}

�M |K|γ−r.(4.72)

Proof. –Note that the left hand side does not exceed
∫
dµKγ

∑
xp−r . ✷

DEFINITION 4.16. – For0 < ϑ � 1, T � 0 andp ∈ Ω we define a generating function(cf.
Definition 4.11 and Section 4.5) for tree values through the following formal power series(which
need not be convergent whens �= 0):

uTp (s)≡
∑

y∈Y[p,T ]

‖y‖ϑssize(y) ∈R+[s].(4.73)
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PROPOSITION 4.17. –Let again0 < ϑ � 1. For p ∈ Ω one hasu0
p(s) = 2 + 1/ϑ and for

anyT � 1 andp ∈ Ω the generating functions verify the following recursive identities(the first
defines auxiliary formal power series):

bkp(s)≡ s
∑
V ∈F

2|βp,V |
∏

q∈V ∪{p}
ukq(s), k = 0, . . . , T − 1,(4.74)

uTp (s) = ch +
(

1 +
1
ϑ

)
cr(ηs)T + bT−1

p (s) +
T−1∑
k=1

cr(ηs)k bT−k−1
p (s).(4.75)

Proof. –Recall Definition 4.9 of the tree-structure at timeT and positionp ∈ Ω. ForT = 0 a
tree-structure is either an end- or an initial-leaf, hence by (4.69) and (4.70),

u0
p(s) = 1 + (1 + 1/ϑ).

ForT > 0 the recursive definition yields the first and the second term in (4.75) for the end-leaf
and the initial-chain (4.67) with its initial-leaf, respectively. For a branching atp into a setV we
have two components: an apex-chain, bounded by (4.67), of either zero length (the third term)
or greater than zero length (the fourth term) in both cases followed by the branching itself at
time T − k − 1, 0 � k < T . The vertex operator is bounded by2|βp,V |, inequality (4.65), and
since any possible tree may be attached to each point inV ∪ {p} we obtain precisely a product
of generating functions at the given earlier timeT − k − 1. The factors ofs comes from the
additivity in Definition 4.11 for the ‘size’ of a tree.✷

Recall that the constantCβ = Cβ(ρ,λ,κ) was defined in (3.26) and thatch � 1, cr andη < 1
are the constants for the single site operator given in Theorem A.1. For1< γ < η−1 we set

αγ = 1 +
crηγ

1− ηγ , α1 = crη and θ−1
c = max

{
ch + 2, ch + (1 + ch)α1

}
� 3.(4.76)

DEFINITION 4.18(Time-renormalizability of bounds). – The parameters of the coupled map
are said to satisfy condition TR(for time-renormalizability) with respect to the decay-constant
γ ∈ ]1, η−1[ provided the following inequalities hold:

1> θ(ch + 2) + 2γCβαγ and(4.77)

1> θ
(
ch + γα1(1 + ch)

)
+ 2γCβ

(
1 + γα1αγ

)
.(4.78)

Remarks4.19. – Whenθ � θc condition TR cannot hold for any values ofγ > 1, Cβ � 0
whereas forθ < θc one can always findγ > 1 andCβ > 0 such that conditionTR is fulfilled. In
the latter case the corresponding value of the effective coupling constant,κ= κ(ρ,λ, θ)> 0, is
strictly larger than zero (cf. Remark 3.5). Thus,θc(� 1/3) plays the role of a critical parameter
below which we may allow non-vanishing couplings (at least for our proofs to work).

We define the constants

ϑ−1
c =

1
θ
− 2 and ϑ−1

∞ = ch +
2γCβ
θ
αγ(4.79)

and (4.77) then corresponds to the inequality:

0< ϑc <ϑ∞ � 1.(4.80)
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LEMMA 4.20 (Time-renormalization of bounds). –Suppose that condition TR is satisfied for
a decay-constantγ ∈ ]1, η−1[. Then there isϑ ∈ (ϑc, ϑ∞) such that for allp ∈Ω: u0

p(γ) � θ−1

and forT � 1,

uTp (γ) � ch +
(

1 +
1
ϑ

)
cr(ηγ)T +

2Cβγ
θ

(
1 +

T−1∑
k=1

cr(ηγ)k
)

� θ−1.(4.81)

Proof. –For anyϑ ∈ (ϑc,1] the definition ofϑc impliesu0
p(γ)< 2 +ϑ−1

c = θ−1. We consider
first the limiting value,ϑ= ϑ∞, for which we will prove a strict inequality by induction. Suppose
that forT > 0, ukp(γ)< θ−1 for all k = 0, . . . , T −1. For each of the latterk-values we then have
the bound:

bkp(γ) � 2γ
∑
V ∈F

|βp,V |θ−|V |−1 � 2γCβ/θ,(4.82)

where we have used the inequality (3.28). Inserting this bound into the equation foruTp we find

uTp (γ) � ch +
(

1 +
1
ϑ

)
cr(ηγ)T +

2γCβ
θ

(
1 +

T−1∑
k=1

cr(ηγ)k
)
.(4.83)

Depending on parameters, this function is either increasing or decreasing withT . Hence we need
only to consider the two limiting casesT = 1 andT = +∞. Insertingϑ= ϑ∞ andT = 1, the
inequality above reads

u1
p(γ) � ch + γα1(1 + ch) + 2γCβ

(
1 + γα1αγ

)
/θ

which by inequality (4.78) is strictly smaller thanθ−1. For the other limit we have
u∞p (γ) = ϑ−1

∞ < ϑ−1
c < θ−1. By continuity of these bounds we may findϑ ∈ (ϑc, ϑ∞) such that

uTp (γ) � θ−1 for all T � 0. The first part of the desired inequality is now given by (4.83).✷
LEMMA 4.21. –There isT0 = T0(ϑ)<∞ such thatuTp (γ) � ϑ−1 for all T � T0 andp ∈Ω.

Proof. –Follows from uTp (γ) � ϑ−1
∞ + 2

ϑcr(ηγ)T → ϑ−1
∞ , as T → ∞ and the fact that

ϑ−1
∞ < ϑ−1. ✷

4.7. The global operator

In the following, we will assume that condition TR is fulfilled and that a parameterϑ and an
initial time constantT0 = T0(ϑ) have been chosen according to Lemma 4.20 and Lemma 4.21.

LEMMA 4.22. –For everyK ∈F andT � 1, one has∑
C∈C[K,T ]

∥∥LK [C]
∥∥� θ−|K|.(4.84)

For T � T0 we have in addition: ∑
C∈C[K,T ]

∥∥LK [C]
∥∥� ϑ−|K|.(4.85)
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Proof. –The tree-mappingC ∈ C[K,T ]→ (yp)p∈K ∈
∏

p∈K Y[p,T ] is injective, Lemma 4.10,
and using the multiplicative bound‖LK [C]‖�

∏
p∈K ‖yp‖ we obtain

∑
C∈C[K,T ]

‖LK [C]‖�
∏
p∈K

∑
y∈Y[p,T ]

‖y‖=
∏
p∈K

uTp (s≡ 1) ∈R+.(4.86)

The two bounds follow from the previous two lemmas and monotonicity ofuTp (s) for s ∈ [0, γ],
γ > 1. ✷

Norm-convergence of the above sums permits us to define a family of bounded linear
operators,

L
(T )
K =

∑
C∈C[K,T ]

LK [C] :Mϑ→EK , K ∈ F .(4.87)

LetK ⊂ Λ ∈ F . By continuity ofπK,Λ :EΛ→EK and Proposition 4.5 on projectivity of the
configurational operators:

πK,Λ
∑

C∈C[Λ,T ]

LΛ[C] =
∑

C∈C[Λ,T ]

πK,ΛLΛ[C] =
∑

C∈C[K,T ]

LK [C].(4.88)

When φ ∈ Mϑ the family (L(T )
K φ)K∈F is thus projective and verifies the bound,

θ−|K||L(T )
K φ| � 1, K ∈ F , T � 0 (and withϑ instead ofθ whenT � T0). We have proved

the following:

PROPOSITION 4.23. –There are norm-contracting operatorsL(T ) :Mϑ→Mθ, T � 0 and
L(T ) :Mϑ→Mϑ, T � T0 such thatπK ◦L(T ) = L(T )

K for K ∈F .

These operators compose ‘nicely’ in the way that one should expect:

LEMMA 4.24. –For T � T0 andt > 0 the operatorL(t+T ) :Mϑ→Mϑ ↪→Mθ (thus post-
composed with the natural injection) equalsL(t) ◦L(T ) :Mϑ→Mθ. When in additiont� T0,
the equalityL(t+T ) = L(t) ◦L(T ) holds as endomorphisms onMϑ.

Proof. –Fix K ∈ F . TakeCt ∈ C[K, t] and letK = Kt ⊂ Kt−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ K0 ≡ Λ be the
expansion ofK alongCt. Now, let CT ∈ C[Λ, T ]. There is a natural injective map taking a
couple(Ct,CT ) into a configurationCt+T ∈ C[K, t+ T ]: We simply remove the initial set of
Ct and concatenate configurations in the natural way. The resulting configuration is then the
union of all branching pairs of the two configurations together with the initial set ofCT . Let
us identify (by an equivalence relation) two configurations inC[K, t] if they differ only by their
initial sets. Quotienting by this equivalence relation the above mapping becomesbijective. If
Ct is in the equivalence class of̃Ct and I ⊂ Kt is its initial set we split the configurational
operator (4.55) as follows:LK [Ct] = LK [C̃t] ◦QΛ

I ◦ πΛ. One then has the identity

LK
[
C̃t

]
◦LKt

[
CT

]
=LK

[
Ct+T

]
.(4.89)

We wish to sum over all possible configurations. For the right hand side we obtain clearly
πK ◦ L(T+t) with any of the two target spaces,Mθ or Mϑ. For the left hand side we
note that when acting uponMϑ we may sum overCT ∈ C[Λ, T ] (by Lemma 4.22 the sum

is Mϑ-convergent) to get
∑

CT LΛ[CT ] = L(T )
Λ = πΛ ◦ L(T ) (by Proposition 4.23) where
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L(T ) :Mϑ→Mϑ is bounded. Using again Lemma 4.22 and the identity (4.51) we see that(∑
C̃t

LK
[
C̃t

]
◦ πΛ

)
◦L(T ) =

(∑
Ct

LK
[
Ct

])
◦L(T ) = πK ◦L(t) ◦L(T )(4.90)

is norm-convergent as well when we takeMθ andMϑ as target space fort � 0 and t � T0,
respectively. (We note that e.g.L(1) ◦L(1) need not be defined.)✷

A subspace of the projectiveϑ-families of particular interest is the co-dimension one kernel
space:

Zϑ = {φ ∈Mϑ: π∅φ= 0}.(4.91)

LEMMA 4.25. –One hasπ∅L(T ) = π∅ (acting uponMθ andMϑ for T � 0 andT � T0,
respectively). In particular, L(T ) preserves the kernel ofπ∅. Both operators,L(T ) :Zϑ → Zθ
(T � 0) andL(T ) :Zϑ→Zϑ (T � T0), are bounded in norm byγ−T .

Proof. –The first statement follows from Remark 4.4 by summing over configurations and
using continuity to interchange the sum and theπ∅ operator. IfC ∈ C[K,T ] is a configuration
with an empty initial set then the corresponding operatorLK [C] hasφ ∈ Z in its kernel. In the
corresponding tree-structure(yTp )p∈K at least one tree must have an initial leaf if one is to have
a non-zero contribution. By Lemma 4.12 the size of such a tree is at leastT . In the product of
bounds

∏
p∈K u

T
p (s = 1) we should therefore only sum over coefficients tosn for which n is

at leastT . ForT � 0 (the caseT � T0 being similar) we writeuTp (s) =
∫
dµp(xp)sxp with µp

being a positive measure with support on the non-negative integers. Using Lemma 4.20 we know
thatuTp (s = γ) � θ−1 and by Lemma 4.15 on large deviations we get for the product measure
µK =

⊗
p∈K µp,

µK

(∑
p∈K

xp � T
)

� θ−|K|γ−T .(4.92)

The above arguments now implies that∥∥L(T )
K φ

∥∥
θ
� θ−|K|γ−T ‖φ‖ϑ, φ ∈ Zϑ(4.93)

and the statement follows.✷
4.8. Finite box confinement

We can now make the necessary link between the global transfer operators defined above and
theΛ-confined local Perron–Frobenius operatorLΛ :EΛ→EΛ considered in Section 3.2.

LEMMA 4.26. –As linear operators fromMϑ toEK we have the following norm-limit:

πK ◦L(T ) = lim
Λ→Ω

πK,Λ ◦LTΛ ◦ πΛ.(4.94)

Proof. –In order to prove this statement we need to go through the construction ofπK ◦L(T )

as a convergent sum over configurations and see what happens when we consider the restriction
to a finite subsetΛ⊂F .

Given finite subsetsK ⊂Λ ∈ F we consider theT th iterate of the Perron–Frobenius operator,
πK,ΛL

T
Λ, where boundary conditions have been fixed outsideΛ as in Section 3.2.
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We define forK ⊂ Λ and a branching pair(S,V ) overK the Λ-confined(S,V )-expansion
of K to beH = (K ∪ V [S]) ∩ Λ. We then associate the following operator mappingφ ∈ EH
intoEK :

L
(Λ)
K,S,V φ(w) =±

∫
SH−K

dmH−K(zH−K)

×
∫

ΓK

µK(zK)GK,S,V (w,zH , ξ(K∪V [S])∩Λc)φ(zH), w ∈AK ,(4.95)

where as usual,± denotes the sign of orientation ofFK (cf. Section 3.2). The kernel is the one
defined in (4.46). The difference with the operator (4.47) is that we now fix coordinates outside
Λ in the kernel. Note that whenK = Λ in (4.95) alsoH = Λ and there is no initial toral integral.
The operatorL(Λ)

Λ,S,V then mapsEΛ into itself. Now, let us introduce the expansion (3.27) into
the kernel (3.24) for the local operatorLΛ and interchange sums and products. We see that

LΛ =
∑

(S,V ) : S⊂Λ

L
(Λ)
Λ,S,V ,(4.96)

where the sum is over all possible branching pairs(S,V ) overΛ.
Returning to the general situation,K ⊂ Λ, Lemma 4.2 holds also for theΛ-confined

operator. TheΛ-confined configurations, denotedC(Λ)[K,T ] are defined as in Definition 4.3,
the only modification being that the sequenceK = KT ⊂ · · · ⊂ K0 is created through
Λ-confined expansions. In particular, we haveK0 ⊂ Λ. TheΛ-confined configurational operator
L

(Λ)
K [C] :Mϑ→ EK is defined as in (4.55), but using theL(Λ)

Kt+1,St,Vt
operators in each time-

step. Using (4.96) we obtain the following formula for the iterates of theΛ-confined local
operator:

LTΛ ◦ πΛ =
∑

C∈C(Λ)[Λ,T ]

L
(Λ)
Λ [C].(4.97)

Proposition 4.5 also holds in theΛ-confined case (with the same proof) and

πK,Λ ◦LTΛ ◦ πΛ =
∑

C∈C(K)[K,T ]

L
(Λ)
K [C](4.98)

is a consequence of that proposition and continuity ofπK,Λ.
[Note thatLTΛ = (L1

Λ)T holds for the local operators but, in general, not for the global
operators.]

We now make the following observations:
First, there is a natural injective mapping fromC(Λ)[K,T ] into C[K,T ]. One takes the same

initial set (which is therefore a subset ofΛ), the same branching pairs but simply creates the
expansion ofK without taking intersections withΛ.

Second, under this natural inclusion, our bound for‖LK [C]‖ is also an upper bound for

‖L(Λ)
K [C]‖. To see this we observe that in our bound for the configurational operatorLK [C] there

might possibly be some additional elements, namely end-chains attached to vertices outsideΛ.
In our bound forLK [C] these end-chains enter as factors not smaller than one, which in the
Λ-confined version are replaced by one.

Third, letC ∈ C[K,T ] be any non-confined configuration and letK0 denote the last expanded
set without theΛ-confinement. IfK0 ⊂ Λ thenC is also aΛ-confined configuration overK and
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moreover (!),L(Λ)
K [C] = LK [C]. Hence, in this case it makes no difference whether or not we

apply theΛ-confinement.
Combining the above three observations with the known convergence of the full operator we

may complete the proof. For a fixed configuration,C ∈ C(Λ)[K,T ], one has the ‘point-wise’
convergence:

LK [C] = lim
Λ→Ω

L
(Λ)
K [C](4.99)

simply because the non-confined expansion ofK will eventually be included inΛ. The injectivity
of the inclusion ofC into C[K,T ] and the bounds for the corresponding operators also shows
that the sum of‖L(Λ)

K [C]‖ must be bounded byθ−|K|. Taking the limitΛ → Ω every given
configuration overK is eventually included as aΛ-confined configuration and therefore, by
dominated convergence and (4.98)

πK ◦L(T ) =
∑

C∈C[K,T ]

lim
Λ→Ω

L
(Λ)
K [C]

= lim
Λ→Ω

∑
C∈C(Λ)[K,T ]

L
(Λ)
K [C] = lim

Λ→Ω
πK,Λ ◦LTΛ ◦ πΛ. ✷(4.100)

4.9. Measures

Forφ ∈M we introduce the variation-norm,

‖φ‖m = sup
Λ∈F

mΛ

(
|φΛ(·)|

)
∈ [0,+∞],(4.101)

and we define the linear space

Mm = {φ ∈M: ‖φ‖m <∞}.(4.102)

[Some care must be taken as this space is not complete.] We setMm
ϑ =Mm ∩Mϑ.

Let φ ∈Mm and considerb ∈C(SΩ) and a netbK ∈C(SK),K ∈ F such thatjKbK → b, as
K→Ω. Then (omitting here as in the rest of this section the natural inclusions):∣∣mK(bKφK)−mΛ(bΛφΛ)

∣∣ =
∣∣mK∪Λ

(
(bK − bΛ)φK∪Λ

)∣∣� |bK − bΛ|‖φ‖m.(4.103)

Therefore,mK(bKφK) converges inC. The limit, νφ(b) = limK→ΩmK(bKφK), does not
depend on the choice of net and defines a bounded linear functional onC(SΩ) whose norm
is ‖φ‖m. By Riesz, the functionalνφ ∈ C(SΩ)∗ defines a complex measure,dνφ, onSΩ whose
total variation is precisely‖φ‖m.

One important class of examples comes from the set of ‘positive’ densities:

M+ = {φ∈M: φΛ|SΛ
� 0, Λ ∈ F}.(4.104)

Projectivity implies mΛ(|φΛ(·)|) = mΛ(φΛ(·)) = π∅φ, hence ‖φ‖m � π∅φ < ∞ and
M+ ⊂Mm. In particular, whenπ∅φ= 1, φ ∈M+ gives rise to a probability measureνφ onSΩ.

LEMMA 4.27. –Leta ∈Hϑ andφ∈Mm
ϑ .

(1) Thena ∗ φ ∈Mm
ϑ , ‖a ∗ φ‖m � |a| ‖φ‖m, ‖a < φ‖ϑ � |a|ϑ ‖φ‖ϑ andνφ(a) = π∅(a < φ).

Whenb∈C(SΩ) thenνa∗φ(b) = νφ(ab).
(2) Whenb∈Cϑ then|νφ(b)|� |b|Cϑ

‖φ‖ϑ.
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Proof. –ForaΛ ∈EΛ one hasπK(aΛ < φ) = πK,Λ∪K(aΛφΛ∪K). WhenbK ∈C(SK) then

mK(bK(aΛ < φ)K) =mK∪Λ(bKaKφK∪Λ) = νφ(bKaΛ).(4.105)

This is bounded by|bK ||aΛ|‖φ‖m. Repeating the previous arguments equality (4.105) extends
by continuity tob ∈ C(SΩ). Whena =

∑
Λ aΛ has finiteϑ-norm then so doesa < φ. As the

sum is uniformly convergent the equality (4.105) also extends tob ∈C(SΩ) anda ∈Hϑ. Setting
b ≡ 1 yieldsνφ(a) = π∅(a < φ). For the second bound we simply note that whenbK ∈ C(SK)
we haveνφ(bK) � |bK ||φK |� ϑ−|K||bK |‖φ‖ϑ and we may then sum over setsK ∈F . ✷

For K ⊂ Λ and b ∈ C(SK), the defining relation (3.10) for the local Perron–Frobenius
operator and projectivity imply

mΛ

(
(jΛ,KbK) ◦FTΛ · φΛ

)
=mΛ

(
(jΛ,KbK)LTΛφΛ

)
=mK

(
bKπK,Λ

(
LTΛφΛ

))
.(4.106)

We wish to take the limit of this equality asΛ→Ω. On the left hand side we may do so as long
asφ ∈Mm while on the right hand side we needφ ∈Mϑ (in order to apply Lemma 4.26) to get
something sensible in the limit. Combining the two we get:

LEMMA 4.28. –For T � 0 the mappingL(T ) :Mm
ϑ →Mm

θ (replacingθ byϑ whenT � T0)
is contracting both in the projective(ϑ to θ) norm and them-norm. Whenφ ∈ Mm

ϑ and
b ∈C(SΩ) then

νφ
(
b ◦ FT

)
= νL(T)φ(b), T � 0.(4.107)

Proof. –Let bK ∈ C(SK), K ∈ F be a net such thatjKbK converges tob ∈ C(SΩ). First,
letK ∈ F be fixed. The netjΛ ◦ ((jΛ,KbK) ◦ FTΛ ) converges to(jKbK) ◦ FT asΛ→Ω. Since
φ∈Mm, we may take the limit on the left hand side (LHS) in (4.106) to obtainνφ((jKbK)◦FT )
which tends toνφ(b ◦ FT ) asK→ Ω. Again for fixedK ∈ F we may by Lemma 4.26 and the
assumptionφ ∈Mϑ take the limitΛ→ Ω on the right hand side (RHS) of the same equation to
get

νφ
(
(jKbK) ◦FT

)
=mK

(
bKπK

(
L(T )φ

))
.(4.108)

From this last identity we may draw the wanted conclusions. First, the LHS is bounded by
|bK |‖φ‖m, whence so is the RHS. We must therefore haveL(T )φ∈Mm with∥∥L(T )φ

∥∥
m

� ‖φ‖m.

Hence, we may write the RHS asνL(T )φ(jKbK) and take the limit asK → Ω to ob-
tain (4.107). ✷

Remarks4.29. – The lemma also shows that the operatorsL(T ) are positive and since
π∅L

(T ) = π∅ they even preserve the affine subspace of probability measures inM+
ϑ (when

T � T0).

5. Proof of Theorem 2.1

Recall that we only consider the time-independent case here (leaving the ‘easy’ extension to
the time-dependent case to the reader). Leth0 ≡ (1Λ)Λ∈F ∈M+

ϑ denote the projective family in
which eachΛ-component is identically1.
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ForT � T0 the sequence,hT ≡ L(T )h0, is inM+
ϑ and by Lemma 4.25 we haveπ∅hT = 1 for

all T . The same lemma combined with Lemma 4.24 now implies:∥∥ht+T − hτ+T
∥∥
ϑ

=
∥∥L(T )(ht − hτ )

∥∥
ϑ

� 2γ−T , T, t, τ � T0,(5.109)

which shows that the sequence is Cauchy inM+
ϑ (hence also inM+

θ ). The limit, h ∈Mϑ, is
clearly positive andπ∅h= 1. Hence, the associated measureνh is a probability measure onSΩ.
By Lemma 4.28 and Lemma 4.24,νh(b ◦ FT ) = νL(T0)h(b ◦ FT ) = νL(T+T0)h(b) = νh(b) for
all T � 0, b ∈ C(SΩ). Now, let a ∈ Hϑ, b ∈ Cθ and setc = νh(a) = π∅(a < h). We note that
νh(b ◦FT · a) = νa2h(b ◦FT ) = νL(T )(a2h)(b). Therefore,νh(b ◦FT · a)− νh(b)νh(a) = νψ(b)
whereψ = L(T )(a < h)− ch= L(T )((a− c1) < h). Sinceπ∅((a− c1) < h) = π∅(a < h)− c= 0
our kernel lemma implies that‖ψ‖θ � 2γ−T |a|ϑ. Finally, by Lemma 4.27 we obtain∣∣νψ(b)

∣∣� 2γ−T |b|Cθ
|a|ϑ

which gives Eq. (2.5) of the theorem.
In order to see thatνh is a natural measure it suffices to show that for a continuous function

b ∈ C(SΩ) the ‘time-shifted’ Birkhoff average1/n
∑n

k=1 b ◦ FT0+k(x) converges Lebesgue
almost surely toνh(b) asn→∞. On the probability space(SΩ,mΩ) (with its standard Borel
σ-algebra) we denote byE(X) =

∫
SΩ
X dmΩ the expectation of anL1 random variableX

and byCov(X,Y ) = E((X −E(X))(Y −E(Y ))) the covariance of square integrable random
variablesX andY . Let us recall

THEOREM 5.1 (The strong law of large numbers). –LetXn, n = 1,2, . . . , be a sequence of
random variables on the probability space(SΩ,mΩ). We denote bySn = X1 + · · · +Xn the
partial sums and we assume the following two properties:

(1) limn→∞
1
nE(Sn) = c.

(2) Cov(Xk, Sn) �C (uniformly ink andn).
ThenSn/n convergesmΩ-a.s. toc.

Proof. –SubtractingE(Xn) from eachXn we may assume that each expectationE(Xn)
vanishes and thatc= 0. The estimate∫ (

1
n
Sn

)2

dm=
1
n2

n∑
k=1

Cov(Xk, Sn) �C/n

implies that the subsequence( 1
k2Sk2)k�1 is L2(mΩ)-summable, hence tends to zeromΩ-a.s.

(but at the moment not the a.s. convergence ofSn/n since
∑

1/n=∞). A standard trick is now
to introduceφn = min{k2: n� k2} and write:

1
n
Sn =

1
φn
Sφn ·

φn
n

+
Sn − Sφn

n
.

The boundn � φn � n + 2
√
n ensures themΩ a.s.-convergence of the first term and for the

second term we note that∫ (
Sn − Sφn

n

)2

dm� φn − n
n2

2C � 4C/n3/2.

This is now summable, whence implies themΩ-a.s. convergence to zero of the second term as
well. ✷
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Returning to our dynamical system consider a smooth observablea ∈ Hϑ ⊂ C(Sθ) and
the associated sequence of random variablesXm = a ◦ Fm+T0 , m = 1,2, . . . . We set
cm = E(Xm) = νh0(a ◦ Fm+T0) = νhm+T0 (a) and note thatcm = π∅(a < hm+T0) → νh(a).
This implies the first property in the above Theorem. For the second we may use Lemma 4.28 to
rewrite the covariance as follows (fork � 0 andm� 1):

Cov(Xm+k,Xm) = νL(k)((a−cm)2hm+T0)(a− cm+k).(5.110)

Here (a − cm) < hm+T0 ∈ Zϑ (this is why we shifted the time-averaging byT0) and using
Lemmas 4.27 and 4.25 we see that the right hand side is bounded by4γk|a|θ |a|ϑ. Therefore,∣∣Cov(Xk, Sn)

∣∣� 4|a|θ|a|ϑ
(
1 + 2/(1− γ)

)
(5.111)

independently ofk andn. By the strong law of large numbers the time-shifted Birkhoff average
of a converges Lebesgue almost surely toνh(a) for a smooth observablea ∈Hϑ. SinceHϑ is
dense inC(SΩ) and the operator is positive a standard ’squeezing’ argument shows that the same
is true fora ∈C(SΩ) and we conclude that the measureνh is indeed natural. ✷

Remarks5.2. – In the time-dependent case one introduces an initial timeτi and final time
τf with T = τf − τi > 0. The set of configurationsC[K,τi, τf ] over a setK now depends on
both initial and final time. (the configurations doesn’t really but the associated configurational
operators do). The tree-mappings, bounds and renormalization maps are as before (no time-
dependence). The bounds for the global operators, which we may denoteL(τf ,τi), are also as
above. The projective family for the (time-dependent) natural measure is now obtained by letting
the initial time tend to minus infinity:h(τf ) = limτi→−∞L

(τf ,τi)h0. The remaining changes are
straight-forward and left to the reader.

5.1. Spatial bounds. Proof of Theorem 2.5

We suppose now that(Ω, d) is a metric space and that there is0< ξ < 1 so that theξ-spatial
effective coupling strength is bounded byκ (for the definition cf. Section 1.4) We may then
choose theβ’s (Lemma 3.4, repeating the proof using the| · |θ,p,ξ-norm) so that∑

V ∈F
|βp,V |θ−|V |ξ−rad(p,V ) �Cβ .(5.112)

We defineh0 ≡ 1, hT = L(T )h0, T � T0 as above and we have the expansion

hTK =
∑

C∈C[K,T ]

LK [C]h0.

For fixedK,J ∈F \ {∅} andT > 0 we will first study the spatial correlation function,

hTK∪J − hTKhTJ =
∑

C∈C[K∪J,T ]

LK∪J [C]h0 −
∑

(C′,C′′)

LK [C′]h0 ·LJ [C′′]h0,(5.113)

where the last sum extends over(C′,C′′) ∈ C[K,T ]× C[J,T ]. On the right hand side a number
of terms are going to cancel, namely those where configurations do not ‘connect’ the setsK
andJ . More precisely, we make the following
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DEFINITION 5.3. – LetK ∈ F and J ∈ F be disjoint and consider time-T configurations
C′ ∈ C[K,T ] andC′′ ∈ C[J,T ]. Let

K =KT ⊂KT−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂K0 and J = JT ⊂ JT−1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ J0

be the respective expansions. We say thatC′ andC′′ are(K,J)-disconnected whenK0 andJ0

are disjoint(and otherwise connected).

LetC′ andC′′ be(K,J)-disconnected. We may then in the natural way concatenate them into
a configurationC = C′ ∪ C′′ ∈ C[K ∪ J,T ]. Conversely, we may say thatC ∈ C[K ∪ J,T ] is
(K,J)-disconnected iff it is the result of a concatenation of(K,J)-disconnected configurations
overK andJ , respectively. Sinceh0 ∈Mϑ ‘splits’ according toh0

KT∪JT
= h0

KT
h0
JT

(everything
equals one!) we have (using Fubini) for the disconnected case the identity

LK∪J [C]h0 = LK [C′]h0 ·LJ [C′′]h0.(5.114)

Returning to the sum (5.113) we see that all disconnected contributions cancel and we
are left with the task of estimating the remaining contributions from the(K,J)-connected
configurations. Again we may do so using a simple large deviation estimate.

DEFINITION 5.4. – For0 < ϑ � 1, T � 0 and p ∈ Ω we define a generating function(cf.
Definition 4.11 and Section 4.5) for tree values through the following formal power series:

uTp (s, x)≡
∑

y∈Y[p,T ]

‖y‖ϑssize(y) xrad(y).(5.115)

We replaceuTp (s) by uTp (s, x) and note that Proposition 4.17 holds for these time-space
generating functions when we replace (4.74) by

bkp(s, x) = s
∑
V ∈F

2|βp,V |xrad(p,V )
∏

q∈V ∪{p}
ukp(s, x).(5.116)

Also the remaining lemmas hold withuTp (γ, ξ−1) instead ofuTp (γ). The proof of these
generalizations (left for the reader) only needs thatrad(p, ·) is positive and sub-additive,
i.e. that 0 � rad(p,K ∪ V ) � rad(p,K) + rad(p,V ) when K,V ∈ F . Suppose now that
the configurationC ∈ C[K ∪ J,T ] (similarly for the pair (C′,C′′) ∈ C[K,T ] × C[J,T ]) is
(K,J)-connected. Then there must be trees in the corresponding tree-structure for which the
sum of interaction radii is not smaller thand(K,J) = min{d(p, q): p ∈ K,q ∈ J}. Summing
over connected trees only (indicated in the sum by a prime) we get by the Large deviation
Lemma 4.15 (cf. also the proof of Lemma 4.25):∑

C

′∣∣LK∪J [C]h0
∣∣� ξd(K,J)

∏
p∈K∪J

uTp (γ,1) � ϑ−|K|−|J|ξd(K,J)(5.117)

(with precisely the same bound for the double sum). Therefore,∣∣hTK∪J − hTK · hTJ
∣∣� 2ϑ−|K|−|J|ξd(K,J).(5.118)

We may now take the (uniform) limitT →∞, and deduce the claim in Theorem 2.5.✷
Remarks5.5. – Through a more careful study of the generating function,uTp (s, x), one may

infer simultaneous decay of space and time correlations. We omit the details.
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6. Proof of the examples

It is clear that our first example verifies the conditions of the Theorem forε small enough.
The problem is to give sensible bounds onε. The situation is simplified by our choice
of uncoupled expanding map. Forf(z) = 2zmodZ the uncoupled operator takes the form
Lφ(z) = (φ(z/2) + φ((1 + z)/2))/2 (where, strictly speaking, only the sum of the two terms
is well-defined forz ∈ C/Z). We havech = 1 and for the following calculations we may also
assume thatγ = 1 andλ= 2.

LetZ = ker 7. Using e.g. Fourier expansion of functions inE(A[ρ]) we find forT � 1:

∥∥LT|Z∥∥� 1
exp(2π(2T − 1)ρ)− 1

+
1

exp(2π(2T + 1)ρ)− 1
.(6.119)

To check condition TR we may instead of (sums of)crηn use the more precise values,
α1 = ‖L|Z‖ andαγ=1 = 1 +

∑
k�1 ‖Lk|Z‖. The relation betweenε and the coupling strength

is: κ= κ(ρ, θ, ε) = ε cosh(2πρ)/(2πθ) and finally,Cβ = Cβ(ρ,κ) was given in Eq. (3.26). All
that remains is to findθ, ρ andε so that

1> 3θ+ 2Cβαγ=1 and 1> θ
(
1 + 2α1

)
+ 2Cβ

(
1 +α1αγ=1

)
.(6.120)

(Strictly speaking, here we also need to verify that all the valuesθ · uTp (γ) remain smaller
than one.) The first inequality turns out to be the harder to satisfy. By trial and error I found that
choosingρ= 0.34622, θ = 0.20525 andε0 = 0.03239374 (which is larger than1/31) ensured
the Condition TR. The above value ofε0 is probably optimal to within a few per cent for the
proofs to work.

For the second example we shall employ a little trick, renormalizing the Euclidean norm, and
define a (logarithmic) distance,d(p, q) = log(1 + |p− q|), p, q ∈ Zd. Recall that

N� =
(∑
q �=0

1
|p− q|

)−1

.

Setting0< δ = log(1/ξ)< � we have:ξd(p,q) = (1 + |p− q|)−δ � |p− q|−δ and therefore,

|gp|θ,p,ξ � εN�

N�−δ

cosh(2πρ)
2πθ

.(6.121)

All we need for a spatial decay is that thisξ-spatial coupling strength is bounded by theκ value
from before and this is the case providedεN�/N�−δ < ε0 (with ε0 as above). Theorem 2.5 now
shows that indeed the densities of the natural measure exhibit a polynomial spatial decay,

ϑ|K|+|Λ||hK∪Λ − hKhΛ|� 2ξ−d(K,Λ) = 2
(
1 + dist(K,Λ)

)−δ
.(6.122)

Appendix A. Expanding analytic circle maps

In the following letρ > 0 andλ > 1 be fixed. We will establish uniform bounds for invariant
natural measures and the exponential decay of correlations for a sequence of single-site maps in
the classE(ρ,λ). For a fixed map the existence of constants as in the theorem below is standard,
the uniformity over the class, however, is not. Our proof is based on the study of a suitable cone in
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the function spaceE(A[ρ]). It is interesting that all quantities below may be given explicit bounds
in terms of the parameters,ρ andλ. For the map,f(z) = 2z mod Z, used in our examples better
bounds may be obtained using other techniques.

Recall that forφ ∈ E(A[ρ]) the holomorphic Perron–Frobenius operator associated withf is
given by the expression

Lfφy =±
∑

x∈f−1y

1
f ′x
φx, y ∈A[ρ],(A.123)

where the sign is the sign of the orientation off restricted toS1 (we will establish below that this
sign is well-defined and thatf does not have any critical values in the domain considered). The
Lebesgue integral alongS1 is denoted7(φ) =

∮
S1 dzφ(z). By definition of the Perron–Frobenius

operator we have7(Lfφ) = 7(φ).

THEOREM A.1. –Let f1, f2, . . . ∈ E(ρ,λ) be a sequence of(ρ,λ)-expanding maps and let
L(n) = Lf1 · · ·Lfn denote the product of the corresponding Perron–Frobenius operators acting
uponE =E(A[ρ]).

There are constants,η < 1, ch andcr depending onρ andλ only such that:∥∥L(n)
∥∥� ch,(A.124) ∥∥L(n)

|ker+
∥∥� crηn, n� 0.(A.125)

RemarksA.2. – In fact, we haveL(n)φ→ h · 7(φ) where the convergence is exponentially
fast andh > 0 is in the coneCσ defined below. The exponential convergence follows from the
observation thatLφ− φ∈ ker 7 for anyφ ∈E. Hence∥∥L(n+1) −L(n)

∥∥�
∥∥L(n)

|ker+
∥∥ · ‖Lfn+1 − 1‖� crηn(ch + crη + 1).

The ‘strip’ Â[ρ] = {z ∈ C: | Imz| � ρ} is a universal cover ofA[ρ]. Now, z �→ tanhπz/4ρ
maps conformally and bijectively the interior of the strip onto the unit discD. Pulling back the
Poincaré metric2|dz|/(1− |z|2) we obtain the hyperbolic metric for (the interior of) the annulus
and the strip:

dsρ(z;dz) =
π

2ρ
|dz|

cos( π
2ρ Im z)

.(A.126)

By direct computation we see thatdsρ(z;dz) � λdsλρ(z;dz) which means that with respect to
the hyperbolic metrics the injectionA[ρ] ↪→ A[λρ] is Lipschitz contracting with the constant
1/λ< 1. Since1− 2

πx� cos(x) � π
2 − x for 0 � x� π/2 we have also the inequalities

|dz|
r

� dsλρ � π
2
|dz|
r
, r = λρ− | Imz|.(A.127)

Consider the mapf ∈ E(ρ,λ). We will first show thatf has no critical points and is expanding.
Let f̂ : Â[ρ]→C denote the lift off for which Re f̂(0) ∈ [0,1). The lift satisfies:

f̂(z + 1) = f̂(z) + p, z ∈ Â[ρ],(A.128)

for somep ∈ Z. Fork ∈N let

Uk =
{
z ∈C: | Im z|� ρ, −k+ 1 � Re z � k

}
(A.129)
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and letHk and Vk denote the horizontal (parallel to the real axis) and vertical boundaries,
respectively, ofUk. If p were zero then the assumptions onf implies that the boundary offU1

can not be contained in the image underf of the boundary ofU1. This is impossible asf is
holomorphic and hence,p is non-zero. By the assumption onf , hence its liftf̂ , we know that
f̂Hk does not intersect̂A[ρ] for anyk ∈N. Looking at the two components ofUk+1−Uk we see
that the images under̂f are simply±pk translations ofU1 (periodicity) which implies that both
images have finite (Euclidean) diameters independent ofk (pre-compactness and periodicity).
For w ∈ Â[λρ] we may then choosek0 large enough to ensure that the two components of
Vk0 are mapped to opposite sides ofRe z = w. It then follows that for anyk � k0 the winding
number off̂∂Uk aroundw equals 1. Thereforêf has a unique (necessarily real-analytic) inverse,
ψ̂ : Â[λρ] → Â[ρ] which (at least) does not expand distances with respect to the hyperbolic
metrics. By composing with the injection we see that the mapψ̂ : Â[λρ]→ Â[λρ] in fact contracts
the hyperbolic metric with a factorλ−1 < 1.

Returning tof we conclude that it has no critical values inA[ρ]. In particular, when restricted
to the circle, we see thatfS1 has degreedeg(f) = |p|. Apart from a constant, the Euclidean
metric is the same as the hyperbolic metric on the circle. Hence,fS1 expands also the Euclidean
metric by a factorλ which therefore has to satisfy|p|� λ > 1. The local inverses off onA[λρ]
are precisely given by the (only locally defined) projections of the mapsz �→ ψ̂(z + k) onÂ[λρ],
k = 0,1, . . . , |p|.

In the rest of this section we letd= dλρ denote the hyperbolic metric on the annulus/strip of
half-width λρ. We shall consider the (smaller) annulus/stripA[ρ] not with its own hyperbolic
metric but with the metric,dλρ, inherited from the larger annulus. By

D=D(ρ,λ) = max
{
d(x, y): x ∈ S1, y ∈A[ρ]

}
we denote the maximal distance between points on the circle and points in the closed annulus.
One may even calculate this quantity explicitly through a mapping to the unit disc. With
α= | tanh π

4λρ (1
2 + iρ)|< 1 one has (we omit the details),D = log | 1+α1−α |.

Let ER ⊂ E denote the subset of real-analytic functions ofE = E(A[ρ]). For σ > 0 we
introduce the convex cone

Cσ =
{
φ ∈ER \ {0}: |φy − φx|� φx

(
eσd(x,y)− 1

)
, x ∈ S1, y ∈A[ρ]

}
(A.130)

and we define forφ1, φ2 ∈Cσ a functionalβσ and then Hilbert’s projective metricθσ by

βσ(φ1, φ2) = inf
{
µ ∈R+ ∪ {∞}: µφ1 − φ2 ∈Cσ

}
,(A.131)

θσ(φ1, φ2) = log
(
βσ(φ1, φ2)βσ(φ2, φ1)

)
.(A.132)

We may relate the projective metric and the standard Banach norm onER through the following

LEMMA A.3. –
(1) For φ1, φ2 ∈Cσ ∩ {7= 1} we have|φ1 − φ2|� 2eσD(eθσ(φ1,φ2) − 1).
(2) For u ∈ER one has: θσ(1 + u,1) � (2 + 8λ

πσ )|u|+ o(|u|).
Proof. –Forφ ∈Cσ we have the bounds

|φ|� 7(φ) =
∮
S1

φx dx� e−σD|φ|.(A.133)
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Let φ1, φ2 ∈ Cσ ∩ {7 = 1} and setµ = β(φ1, φ2). Then0 � 7(µφ1 − φ2) = µ− 1 shows that
µ� 1. We then obtain

|φ1 − φ2|� |µφ1 − φ2|+ (µ− 1)|φ1|� 2eσD(µ− 1) � 2eσD
(
eθσ(φ1,φ2) − 1

)
showing the first claim.

First, letM < 1. Givenu ∈ER, |u|�M , we lift it to a functionû on the coverÂ[ρ]. Then for
fixedx ∈R,

|ûy − ûx|
|1 + ûx|

· 1
y− x(A.134)

is holomorphic iny ∈ Â[ρ] and bounded byµ= 2M/(ρ(1−M)). Hence,

|ûy − ûx|� (1 + ûx)µ|y − x|� (1 + ûx)µ
2λρ
π
d̂(x, y),(A.135)

which on the annulus implies:

|uy − ux|� (1 + ux)
(
e

2λρµ
π d(x,y)− 1

)
.(A.136)

In order for1 + u to be in the cone we need that2λρµ/π � σ and this is assured when we set
M = πσ/(4λ+ πσ). Thus, the ball centered at1 and having radiusM belongs to the cone. For
|u|<M this implies:

Θσ(1 + u,1) � M + |u|
M − |u| �

2
M
|u|+ o(|u|),(A.137)

which yields the desired bound.✷
For z ∈ Int Â[λρ] the functionψ̂ is univalent in a disk of radius (at least)r = λρ − | Imz|

centered atz. Koebe distortion [7, Theorem 1.5] then implies|ψ̂′′
z /ψ̂

′
z|� 4/r and a calculation

now shows that ∣∣∣∣ dds log ψ̂′
z

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣ ψ̂′′

z

ψ̂′
z

∣∣∣∣ |dz|ds � 4.(A.138)

Since |ez − 1| � e|z| − 1 for z ∈ C we may integrate the above inequality and obtain for
u, f(u)∈A[ρ] andv ∈ S1: ∣∣∣∣ f ′(v)f ′(u)

− 1
∣∣∣∣� e4d(f(u),f(v))− 1.(A.139)

LEMMA A.4. –Let σ̃ = 4+λ−1σ and suppose that̃σ < σ. ThenL=Lf :Cσ→ Cσ̃ and there
is a constantη = η(ρ,λ, σ)< 1 such that

θσ(Lφ1,Lφ2) � ηθσ(φ1, φ2), for φ1, φ2 ∈Cσ.(A.140)

Proof. –Letx ∈ S1 andy ∈A[ρ]. We want to compareLφx andLφy . In the following we will
sum over the preimagesu andv of y andx, respectively. We may pair these preimages so that
every pair satisfyd(u, v) � λ−1d(x, y). Let d= dλρ(x, y). Then using (A.139)
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|Lφy −Lφx|�
∑∣∣∣∣ 1

f ′u
φu −

1
f ′v
φv

∣∣∣∣(A.141)

�
∑ 1

|f ′u|
|φu − φv|+ |

1
f ′u
− 1
f ′v
|φv(A.142)

�
(
e4d

(
eλ

−1σd − 1
)

+
(
e4d − 1

))
Lφx(A.143)

=
(
eσ̃d − 1

)
Lφx(A.144)

shows thatLφ∈Cσ̃ .
Whenσ̃ < σ it is clear thatCσ̃ ⊂ Cσ . In order to bound the projective diameter ofCσ̃ in Cσ

considerφ1, φ2 ∈Cσ̃ . We wish to findµ > 0 such thatφ= µφ1−φ2 ∈Cσ . Letx ∈ S1, y ∈A[ρ].
The properties ofCσ̃ imply that

|φx − φy |� µ
∣∣φ1
x − φ1

y

∣∣+
∣∣φ2
x − φ2

y

∣∣� (
µφ1

x + φ2
x

)(
eσ̃d − 1

)
(A.145)

and this does not exceedφx(eσd − 1) provided

µφ1
x + φ2

x

µφ1
x − φ2

x

� eσd − 1
eσ̃d − 1

.(A.146)

Now, the right hand side is bounded from below byσ/σ̃ and it therefore suffices to take

µ=
σ + σ̃
σ − σ̃ sup

x∈S1

φ1
x

φ2
x

.(A.147)

Then

θσ̃(φ1, φ2) � 2 log
σ+ σ̃
σ− σ̃ + sup

x,y∈S1
log
φ1
xφ

2
y

φ1
yφ

2
x

.(A.148)

Sinceφ1
y � eσ̃d(x,y)φ1

x � eσ̃π/2λρφ1
x for x, y ∈ S1 (and the same forφ2) we obtain the bound

diamCσ(Cσ̃) � ∆ = 2 log
σ+ σ̃
σ− σ̃ +

πσ̃

λρ
<∞.(A.149)

We may now letη = tanh ∆
4 = σ̃/σ and apply Birkhoffs Theorem [3] (we refer also to

Liverani [17] and [11] for similar applications to dynamical systems), to obtain (A.140).

Proof of the theorem. –There is a canonical decompositionE =ER ⊕ iER given by

φ(z) =
1
2
(
φ(z) + φ(z̄ )

)
+

1
2
(
φ(z)− φ(z̄ )

)
.(A.150)

The two projections have both norm one and it is therefore enough to prove the theorem for the
subspace of real-analytic functionsER.

Let L(n) be as in the theorem, chooseσ > σ̃ = 4 + λ−1σ and letη < 1 be as in Lemma A.4.
Foru∈ER∩ker 7 with |u|= 1 we haveθσ(1,1+u) � (2+8λ/πσ)|u|+o(|u|)≡ c|u|+o(|u|).
By contraction we haveθσ(L(n)1,L(n)(1 + u)) � ηnc|u|+ o(|u|). By Lemma A.3,∣∣L(n)u

∣∣ =
∣∣L(n)(1 + u)−L(n)1

∣∣� 2eσDηnc|u|+ o(|u|)≡ crηn|u|+ o(|u|),(A.151)

and by linearity, the termo(|u|), disappears in the desired bound.
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SinceL(n)1 ∈Cσ and7(L(n)1) = 7(1) = 1 we obtain by Lemma A.3,|L(n)1|� eσD . Setting
ch = eσD + cr we obtain a uniform bound for‖L(n)‖. All constants may be chosen to depend
onλ andρ only, and the conclusion of the Theorem follows.✷

Appendix B. Analytic function spaces

When we compute bounds for individual configurations one essential ingredient is to ‘integrate
away’ some factors while retaining analyticity/continuity in the remaining variables. In order
to formalize this procedure we will define appropriate function spaces. A ‘standard’ approach
is to take an open and non-empty subsetD of a complex manifold and consider the space of
functions,

Cω(D) ∩C0(ClD),(B.152)

holomorphic inD and having continuous extension to the boundary. This is not adequate for our
purposes as some of our domains involves products with closed sets without interior. Instead we
shall consider what may be calledweakly holomorphic functions.

DEFINITION B.1. – LetM be a complex manifold,S ⊂M a subset thereof and letY be a
Banach space or a complex manifold. We writeCω(D;S) for the set of holomorphic maps from
the unit disc toM such that the image is a subset ofS.

A mapφ :S→ Y is said to beweakly holomorphicif it is continuous and ifφ ◦ ψ :D→ Y is
holomorphic wheneverψ ∈Cω(D;S).

WhenY is a Banach space we letE(S;Y ) denote the Banach space(in the sup-norm) of
Y -valued weakly holomorphic functions overS. We writeE(S) instead ofE(S;C).

In the case ofEΛ = E(AΛ) the above definition reduces to the one given in (B.152) because
AΛ is the closure of its own interior. More generally, one has an obvious inclusion,

E(F ;Y )⊂C0(F ;Y )∩Cω(IntF ;Y ).(B.153)

(The reader may try to find general conditions under which equality holds.)

ExampleB.2. – For ρ > 0 let F1 = A[ρ] ⊂ CC be a closed annulus andF2 = ∂A[ρ] its
boundary. ThenE(F1 × F2) are theC-valued continuous functionsφ(z1, z2) in (z1, z2) ∈
F1 × F2 for which the map

z1 ∈ IntA[ρ] �→ φ(z1, z2) ∈C(B.154)

is holomorphic for any fixedz2 ∈ ∂A[ρ]. (This is the prototype of example which is used in
Section 3.3.)

THEOREM B.3. – LetF andK be closed, respectively compact, subsets of complex manifolds
and letY be a Banach space. The Banach spacesE(F ×K;Y ) andE(F ;E(K;Y )) are then
isomorphic.

Proof. –Let φ ∈E(F ×K;Y ). For eachz ∈ F ,

rzφ(w)≡ φ(z,w), w ∈K,(B.155)

defines a maprz :E(F ×K;Y )→ E(K;Y ). AsK is compact (needed!) andφ is continuous,
rzφ is uniformly continuous on compact subsets and it follows thatz ∈ F → rzφ ∈ E(K;Y ) is
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a continuous map. IfψK ∈Cω(D;K) andψF ∈Cω(D;F ) then our assumption implies that the
map

u ∈D, v ∈D �→ φ
(
ψF (u), ψK(v)

)
∈ Y(B.156)

is separately analytic inu andv, hence jointly analytic asφ is continuous. We therefore have a
Y -convergent expansion

rψF (u)φ(w) =
∑
k�0

ck(w)uk,(B.157)

where each coefficientck ∈ E(K;Y ). Thus,u ∈ D �→ rψF (u)φ ∈ E(K;Y ) is holomorphic and
we conclude thatrφ ∈E(F ;E(K;Y )).

Conversely, given an elementrφ ∈ E(F ;E(K;Y )) the same identification (B.155) defines a
mapφ :F ×K→ Y which is clearly continuous. Letψ = (ψF , ψK) ∈Cω(D;F ×K). Then

u ∈D �→ rψF (u)φ ∈E(K;Y )(B.158)

is holomorphic, whence so is

u ∈D �→ rψF (u)φ
(
ψK(u)

)
= φ ◦ ψ(u) ∈ Y. ✷(B.159)

LetM be a bounded linear operator onE(K;Y ). It extends in a natural way to an operator
M̂ acting uponφ ∈ E(F × K;Y ). First note that since the mapz ∈ F �→ rzφ ∈ E(K;Y )
is continuous, so isz ∈ F �→Mrzφ ∈ E(K;Y ). Similarly if ψF ∈ Cω(D;F ) then rψF (u)φ
has a convergent series expansion inE(K;Y ), hence so hasMrψF (u)φ. By a slight abuse of
notation we writeMrφ for the resultingE(K;Y ) valued function ofF and we conclude that
Mrφ ∈E(F ;E(K;Y )). Composing with the inverse shows that:

M̂ = r−1Mr ∈L
(
E(F ×K;Y )

)
.(B.160)

It is also clear that the norms of the two operators are the same. In particular, we have shown the
following

THEOREM B.4. –Every M ∈ L(E(K;Y )) extends isometrically to an operator̂M ∈
L(E(F ×K;Y )) for which

rM̂ =Mr.(B.161)

THEOREM B.5. –Let Y be a Banach space andρ > 0. ThenE(A[ρ]) ⊗ Y is dense in
E(A[ρ];Y ).

Proof. –Let Φ ∈ E(A[ρ];Y ). We wish to approximateΦ by a finite linear combination of
elements ofY times functions inE(A[ρ]). With kw(z) = 1/2i cot(π(z − w)) we have for
| Imw|< ρ:

Φ(w) =
∮

Γ+∪Γ−

kw(z)Φ(z)dz = Φ+(w) + Φ−(w),(B.162)

whereΓ+ andΓ− are the two connected parts of∂A[ρ]. Clearly,Φ+ extends holomorphically
for Imw < ρ andΦ− similarly for Imw >−ρ. ThenΦ+(w) = Φ(w)−Φ−(w) is the difference
of two functions which extends continuously toImw = ρ, whenceΦ+(w) itself extends
continuously toImw � ρ (similarly for Φ−). By uniform continuity it follows that

Φε(w) = Φ+(w− iε) + Φ−(w+ iε), ε > 0,(B.163)
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converges uniformly toΦ in theE(A[ρ];Y )-norm asε→ 0+. By construction

Φε ∈E
(
A[ρ+ ε];Y

)
and its Fourier series converges uniformly (in fact exponentially fast) in theE(A[ρ];Y )-norm.
Taking finite truncations of these Fourier series we obtain an element ofE(A[ρ])⊗ Y which is
arbitrarily close toΦ ∈E(A[ρ];Y ). ✷

COROLLARY B.6. –For Λ an index set,
⊗

p∈ΛE(A[ρ]) is dense inE(
∏

p∈ΛA[ρ]).

Proof. –When Λ is finite this follows from induction. DenotingAΛ =
∏
p∈ΛA[ρ], Theo-

rem B.3 and Theorem B.5 implies that

E(Ap)⊗E(AΛ−p)∼E
(
Ap;E(AΛ−p)

)
is dense inE(AΛ). Also E(Aq) ⊗ E(AΛ−p−q) is dense inE(AΛ−p) and inductively we see
thatE(Ap) ⊗ E(Aq) ⊗ E(AΛ−p−q) is dense inE(AΛ), etc. WhenΛ is infinite, an element
in the direct tensor product has only finitely many components different from one. SinceAΛ

is compact, a function inE(AΛ) being continuous may be approximated arbitrarily well by
functions depending on finitely many variables, hence by elements in the tensor product.✷

COROLLARY B.7. –Let p, q ∈ Λ (an index set) and let Qp and Qq be bounded linear
operators onE(A[ρ]). ThenQp and Qq extends isometrically to operatorŝQp and Q̂q
on E(AΛ). Whenp �= q the extended operators commute while ifp = q the extension of the

product,Q̂pQq , equals the product of the extensions,Q̂pQ̂q.

Proof. –Let Q̂p be the (isometric) extension ofQp as in Theorem B.4 (and similarly forQq).
The action ofQ̂p on a direct tensor product,φΛ = φp ⊗ φΛ−p ∈E(Ap)⊗E(AΛ−p) amounts to
setting

Q̂pφΛ ≡ (Qpφp)⊗ φΛ−p.(B.164)

Whenp= q the action ofQ̂pQ̂q on such a direct product clearly equals the action of the extension
of QpQq. This extends (isometrically) by continuity and linearity to the whole ofE(AΛ) since,
by the previous corollary, the tensor productE(Ap)⊗ E(AΛ−p) is dense in that space. When
p �= q, andφ= φp ⊗ φq ⊗ φΛ−p−q is a direct tensor product then

Q̂pQ̂qφ= (Qpφp)⊗ (Qqφq)⊗ φΛ−p−q(B.165)

shows that the extended operators commute when acting on direct tensor products and again, this
property extends by continuity, linearity and density. The last statement is clear.✷

Appendix C. Banach algebras and modules

The function spaces (of infinitely many variables) we need are obtained by taking certain
limits, an inductive and a projective, which are then equipped with suitable norms. Out of
the inductive and the projective limits emerge then families of Banach algebras and families
of Banach modules (over the Banach algebras), respectively. The construction is perhaps best
understood without explicit reference to variables so let us proceed with a slightly more abstract
version, emphazising the simple algebraic properties rather than the particular realization of those
properties in the context of coupled maps.
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C.1. Inductive limits, projective limits and modules

As usual we denote byF the family of finite subsets ofΩ. It is a directed set under inverse
inclusions. Let(EΛ)Λ∈F be a family of Banach algebras each equipped with a unity element and
such thatE∅ = C.

For each pairK ⊂ Λ ∈F we assume that there are mappings

jΛ,K :EK →EΛ (inclusion)

πK,Λ :EΛ→EK (projection)
(C.166)

such thatjΛ,Λ andπΛ,Λ are identity mappings onEΛ and such thatjΛ,K ◦ jK,J = jΛ,J and
πJ,K ◦ πK,Λ = πJ,Λ wheneverJ ⊂K ⊂ Λ ∈ F . We will also assume thatjΛ,K is an isometry
(onto its image) preserving the algebraic structure and thatπK,Λ is norm-contracting and a left
inverse ofjΛ,K .

Finally, we shall assume that ifaK ∈EK andφΛ ∈EΛ then:

πK,Λ
(
(jΛ,KaK)φΛ

)
= aKπK,ΛφΛ.(C.167)

We denote byM= proj limEΛ the projective limit of the projective system(EΛ, πK,Λ). An
elementφ ∈M is a familyφΛ ∈ EΛ, Λ ∈ EΛ for whichφK = πK,ΛφΛ wheneverK ⊂ Λ ∈ F .
We writeπK :φ �→ φK for the canonical mappingM→EK .

Likewise, letH = ind limEΛ denote the inductive limit of the inductive system(EΛ, jΛ,K),
i.e. their disjoint union quotiented by the obvious equivalence relation: IfJ,K ∈ F and
J ∪K ⊂ L ∈F then

φK ∼ φJ ⇔ jL,KφK = jL,JφJ .(C.168)

We writejK :EK →H for the canonical mapping.

LEMMA C.1. – M is anH-module. Writing< for the corresponding bi-linear action, the
mapping(a,φ) ∈ H ×M �→ a < φ ∈ M is defined as follows: ChooseaΛ ∈ EΛ for which
a= jΛaΛ. ForK ∈ F letL ∈ F be any subset containingK ∪Λ. Then:

(a < φ)K = πK,L
(
(jL,ΛaΛ)(πLφ)

)
.(C.169)

Proof. –We need to verify three things:
First, the definition does not depend on the choice ofL⊃K ∪Λ. This follows by noting that

the right hand side equals

πK,K∪ΛπK∪Λ,L

(
(jL,K∪Λ(jK∪Λ,ΛaΛ))(πLφ)

)
which reduces toπK,K∪Λ((jK∪Λ,ΛaΛ)(πK∪Λφ)). Second, the family(a < φ)K ,K ∈ F is really
projective: IfJ ⊂K andL⊃K ∪Λ then alsoL⊃ J ∪Λ and

πJ,K(a < φ)KπJ,KπK,L
(
(jL,ΛaΛ)(πLφ)

)
= (a < φ)J .

Third, if aΛ ∼ aN are two representatives fora ∈ H then they give rise to the same(a < φ)K .
This follows by takingL= Λ∪N ∪K in (C.169) and note thatjL,ΛaΛ = jL,NaN . ✷
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C.2 Theϑ spaces

RemarksC.2 (Generalization). – For the construction ofϑ spaces, the ‘weight’ϑ−|Λ| which
enters in (C.171) and (its reciprocal) in (C.180) may be replaced by any sub-multiplicative
functionω(Λ), i.e. for which1 � ω(K ∪Λ) � ω(K)ω(Λ) wheneverK,Λ ∈F .

As the j ’s are isometries theEΛ-norms pass down to the quotient and we may therefore
consider the completionH of H with respect to this norm.H is then a Banach algebra.

Let 0 < ϑ � 1. For a given value of this parameter we introduce norms on the inductive and
the projective limits, respectively. In the following we omit for simplicity the natural inclusions,
EK ↪→H, from the notation.

First, let Ĥ =
∑
EΛ denote the algebraic direct sum of the spacesEΛ, Λ ∈ F . Thus, an

elementâ is a family of aΛ with only finitely many components being non-zero. The linear
mappingĤ →H,

â �→ a=
∑
Λ∈F

âΛ(C.170)

defines an equivalence relation on̂H, an equivalence class being the preimage ofa ∈ H and
denoted[a]. To â ∈ Ĥ we assign the ‘weighted’ norm

|â|ϑ =
∑
Λ∈F

ϑ−|Λ||âΛ|(C.171)

and then fora ∈H:

|a|ϑ = inf
{
|â|ϑ: â ∈ [a]

}
.(C.172)

Then| · |ϑ defines norms on bothH andĤ. By taking completions we obtain Banach spacesHϑ

andĤϑ, respectively.
As ϑ� 1 we have fora ∈H andâ ∈ [a]:

|a|�
∑
Λ∈F

|âΛ|� |â|ϑ,(C.173)

an inequality which is preserved when we take infimum over representations and also after
completions.

|a|� |a|ϑ, a ∈Hϑ.(C.174)

For ϑ= 1 the two norms are in fact the same. The family of Banach spacesHϑ, 0 < ϑ� 1, is
ordered increasingly withH1 =H .

A multiplication onĤ is defined if forâ ∈ [a] andb̂ ∈ [b] we set:

(â · b̂)Λ =
∑

Λ1∪Λ2=Λ

âΛ1 b̂Λ2 .(C.175)

The mappingĤ →H is then a (ring) homomorphism, i.e. the calculation:∑
Λ

(â · b̂)Λ =
∑
Λ1

∑
Λ2

âΛ1 b̂Λ2 = ab(C.176)
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shows that̂ab̂ ∈ [ab]. SinceΛ⊂ Λ1 ∪Λ2 and the weight is sub-multiplicative we get

|â · b̂|ϑ =
∑
Λ

ϑ−|Λ||(â · b̂)Λ|�
∑
Λ1

∑
Λ2

ϑ−|Λ1|−|Λ2||âΛ1 ||b̂Λ2 |= |â|ϑ|b̂|ϑ.(C.177)

Taking infimum over representations, we obtain:

|ab|ϑ � |a|ϑ|b|ϑ, a, b∈H.(C.178)

This inequality also holds under the completion and shows thatHϑ is a Banach algebra.
We will need the following

LEMMA C.3 (Approximation). – Givena ∈Hϑ andε > 0 we may find̂a ∈ Ĥϑ with â ∈ [a]
such that

|â|ϑ � |a|ϑ + ε.(C.179)

In other words, we may find a representation fora as a countable sum of elements in(EΛ)Λ∈F
which approximatesa arbitrarily well in the| · |ϑ norm.

Proof. –Let (a(k))k�1 be a Cauchy-sequence inH which converges inHϑ to a ∈ Hϑ. By
extracting a sub-sequence we may assume that|a(k+1) − a(k)|ϑ < ε/2k+1. For eachk we may
find b̂(k+1) ∈ [a(k) − a(k+1)] ⊂ Ĥϑ with |b̂k+1|ϑ < ε/2k+1. Finally let b̂(1) ∈ [a(1)] ⊂ Ĥϑ be
such that|b̂(1)|ϑ < |a(1)|ϑ + ε/2. Then â =

∑
k b̂

(k) ∈ Ĥϑ is well-defined and satisfies the
requirements. ✷

We will now proceed to the projective limit. Forφ ∈M we simply pose:

‖φ‖ϑ = sup
Λ∈F

ϑ|Λ||φΛ| ∈ [0,∞](C.180)

and we defineMϑ ⊂M to be the Banach space of projective elements in this norm for which
the norm is finite. We note that whenφ ∈Mϑ then |πΛφ| � ϑ−|Λ|‖φ‖ϑ. The<-action defined
earlier satisfies foraΛ ∈EΛ:∣∣(aΛ < φ)K

∣∣� |aΛ|ϑ−|K∪Λ|‖φ‖ϑ � |aΛ|ϑ−|K|−|Λ|‖φ‖ϑ.(C.181)

Hence,

‖aΛ < φ‖ϑ � ϑ−|Λ||aΛ|‖φ‖ϑ.(C.182)

If â ∈ [a], a ∈H, then using linearity we see that

‖a < φ‖ϑ � |â|ϑ‖φ‖ϑ.(C.183)

We may then take infimum over representations and limits to see that the<-action extends to a
continuous bi-linear action ofHϑ uponMϑ. We have proved:

PROPOSITION C.4. – For each0<ϑ� 1,Mϑ is a Banach module over the Banach algebra
Hϑ. For a ∈Hϑ andφ ∈Mϑ the action verifies:

‖a < φ‖ϑ � |a|ϑ‖φ‖ϑ.(C.184)
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RemarksC.5. – (1) A projective familyφ = (φΛ)Λ∈F ∈ Mϑ is said to be ofϑ-bounded
density. TheEΛ norm of the elementφΛ may grow with increasing index setΛ ∈ F but not
faster than (a constant times) the exponential of the set-weight function, i.e.:

|φΛ|� ‖φ‖ϑϑ−|Λ|.(C.185)

Appendix D. A fixed point theorem

Let S be an index set and letU =
∏

p∈S D be a product of unit disks, each equipped with the
Poincaré metricdD. The so-called Kobayashi metric for the product domain may be defined as:

dU (x, y) = sup
p∈S
dD(xp, yp).(D.186)

For eachp ∈ S we assume thatψp ∈ E(U) is a weakly holomorphic function whose image is
confined within a subsetUp ⊂ D. The proof of the following contracting mapping theorem is
essentially due to Douady [8].

THEOREM D.1. –Suppose that the inclusion mapUp ↪→ D is L-Lipschitz withL < 1,
uniformly inp. Then, the mappingψ :U →U is L-Lipschitz for the Kobayashi metric.

Proof. –Given x, y ∈ U , setα = dU(x, y) and letr ∈ [0,1) be the unique value for which
dD(0, r) = α. For eachp ∈ S (Axiom of Choice in the uncountable case) we may find a
holomorphic mapjp :D → D for which jp(0) = xp and jp(r) = yp (sincedD(xp, yp) � α).
The familyj = (jp)p∈S mapsD holomorphically intoU and since eachψp is a uniform limit of
holomorphic functions in finitely many variables it follows that the composed map

ψp ◦ j :D→ Up(D.187)

is holomorphic, hence it can not be expanding in the hyperbolic metrics. Composing with the
contracting inclusion,Up ↪→D, we see thatψp ◦ j :D→D is L-Lipschitz. But then:

dU (ψx,ψy) = sup
p∈S
dD(ψpx,ψpy) � Lα= LdU (x, y). ✷(D.188)

COROLLARY D.2. –Under the conditions above, ifS is finite3 thenψ has a unique fixed
point in U . If ψ depends analytically on a parameter in a complex manifold, then so does the
fixed point.

Proof. –Take x,ψ(x) ∈ U . As S is finite the Kobayashi distance betweenx andψ(x) is
automatically finite. As(U , dU ) is a complete metric space,x∗ = limn→∞ ψ

n(x) yields the
unique fixed point. Whenψ depends analytically on parameters, so doesψn(x). Uniform
convergence now implies analyticity ofx∗ in the parameters.✷

Appendix E. Expanding properties of the coupled maps

Let F be a coupled map with parameters(ρ,λ, θ, κ) and fix a non-empty subsetΛ ∈ F .
As in Section 3.2 we writeFΛ = qΛ ◦ F ◦ iΛ for the Λ-confined dynamical system. In each

3 Under suitable extra conditions one may generalize to|S|= ∞.
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coordinate we lift the map,Fp, p ∈Λ, to a map,F̃p = f̃p + g̃p :A[ρ]→C, on the universal cover.
By ψ̂p : Â[λρ]→ Â[ρ] we denote the inverse of each of the uncoupled maps,f̂p, on the larger
annulus, cf. Appendix A.

LEMMA E.1. – For eachp ∈ Λ and0< r < λρ, we have that̂ψpÂ[r]⊂ Â[r/λ].

Proof. –The imaginary partv(x, y) = Im ψ̂p(x+ iy) is a bounded harmonic function of(x, y)
in the annulus. Aŝψ is real-analytic,v(x,0)≡ 0 and the contracting properties ofψ̂p assures that
|v(x,±λρ)|� ρ. The lemma follows by the maximum principle applied tov(x, y)± ρy. ✷

Givenw = wΛ ∈ ÂΛ we want to find the set of preimages̃F−1
Λ (y). Let n = nΛ ∈ ZΛ be

an integer vector. By hypothesisκ = supp∈Ω |gp| < (λ − 1)ρ and the above lemma shows

that for eachp ∈ Λ φn,wp (x) := ψ̂p(wp + np − gp(x)) is real-analytic (whenwΛ is real) and

mapsÂ[ρ]Λ into Â[(ρ + κ)/λ]. The natural inclusion of̂A[(ρ+ κ)/λ] into Â[ρ]Λ is Lipschitz
contracting with constant(ρ + κ)/(λρ) < 1. The contracting mapping theorem above applies
also to mappings of annuli when we replace the Poincaré metric by the hyperbolic metric.
By the previous section the map,φn,yΛ = (φn,yp )p∈Λ :AΛ → AΛ, is Lipschitz contracting in
the Kobayashi metric. The unique fixed point is clearly a preimage ofFΛ and depends real-
analytically onwΛ. A homotopy argument (letting the coupling go to zero) shows that by varying
nΛ we obtain exactly

∏
p∈Λ d

o(fp) preimages.
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